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SAFETY RULES

CHAPTER 1

The following set of safety rules categorized as DANGER, WARNING, and CAUTION indicates possibilities of

physical or property damages if not fully observed.

ONLY TRAINED AND EXPERIENCED PERSONS, FAMILIAR WITH THE

RELEVANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS, SHOULD HANDLE THE

MACHINE. MAKE SURE TO FULLY OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING

INSTRUCTIONS. 

1) Using a crane
Make sure that the crane is large enough to hold the machine. Use a nylon

rope of sufficient strength. Place a wooden block at either side of the

machine before tying the rope. The angle should be 40�or less. Make sure

that the rope does not touch the table. 

※ Make sure all persons and
obstacles are out of the way
of the moving equipment. 

[Fig.1-1]

1-1) MACHINE
DELIVERY

DANGER

: These safety instructions MUST be observed to be safe from danger when installing, delivering, or

repairing the machine. 

: These safety instructions MUST be observed to be safe from machine injuries. 

: These safety instructions MUST be observed to prevent predictable machine errors.CAUTION

WARNING

DANGER

Nylon rope

Wooden block

Bolt

Screw

Max. 40�Max. 40�
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2) Using a Forklift
Make sure that size and weight of the forklift is sufficient to support the

machine. Use the pallet to place the machine so that its center is on the

forklift arm (see [Fig.1-2]). Lift the machine carefully so that the machine

does not tilt to either side.

[Fig.1-2] 

Installation environment may incur machine malfunction or breakdown.

Make sure to meet the following conditions.

1) The foundation under the machine, must be strong enough to support the

weight of the machine (approximately 3.5 ton).

2) Air conditioning can eliminate dust and humidity that can cause pollution

and corrosion of the machine. Make sure your machine is regularly cleaned.

3) Long exposure to direct sunlight can cause the paint of the machine to fade

or change of the machine shape.

4) Allow at least 50cm (20 inches) of space on each side of the machine for

convenient maintenance. 

※ Please refer to for installation details.2. Machine Installation and Assembly

1-2) MACHINE
INSTALLATION

CAUTION

[WARNING]
Make sure to maintain the weight balance in machine deliveries,
especially when unloading the machine from a forklift or crane, in
order to prevent injury or machine damages.
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Only SWF-trained and selected repair engineers should do repair work.

1) Turn OFF the power before cleaning or repairing the machine. Wait for 4

minutes so the machine electricity is completely discharged.

2) Do not change the settings or any parts on the machine without

confirmation from SWF. Such change may cause safety accidents.

3) Use only SWF parts when repairing your machine.

4) Replace all safety covers when you are finished with your repair.

1-4)  REPAIR 

DANGER

WARNING

The SWF Automatic Embroidery Machine is designed for applying

embroidery to fabric and other similar materials. 

Pay careful attention to the and stickers on certain

parts of the machine. Make sure to observe the following when operating

the machine:

01) Read thoroughly and fully understand the manual before operating the

machine. 

02) Dress for safety. Long and unbound hair, jewelry such as necklaces,

bracelets, and wide sleeves can get caught in the machine. Wear shoes with

non-slip soles.

03) Clear all persons from the machine before turning on the power. 

04) Keep your hands or head away from the moving parts of the machine such

as needle, hook, take-up lever, and pulley when the machine is in

operation.

05) Do not remove the safety cover on the pulley or shaft when the machine is

in operation.

06) Be sure the main power is turned off and the power switch is set to OFF

before opening the cover of any electrical component or control box.

07) Be sure the main switch is OFF before manually turning the main shaft.

08) Turn the machine off when threading needles or inspecting the finished

embroidery.

09) Do not lean against the cradle or place your fingers near the guide grooves

of the frame.

10) The machine noise may exceed 85db when it is run at a maximum speed. It

is not higher than the standard level, but you may need earplugs or sound-

proof facilities for the operator and other workers.

CAUTIONWARNING

1-3) MACHINE
OPERATION

[CAUTION]
It takes about 10 minutes after turning off the main switch before the
electricity is fully discharged from main shafts and the X/Y drive box.
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WARNING
Injury may be caused by winding.

Be sure to turn off the power
before  cleaning, lubricating,
adjusting or repairing.

WARNING
Physical damage may be caused
by interposition.
While embroidery frame is running
according to the direction of
embroidery frame may be injured
your hands by gap between fixed
body and embroidery frame.

WARNING

① Turn off the main power before rotating the
main shaft by hand!

② Do not remove covers during operation!

③ Turn off the main power before opening
electricity-related boxes!

Observe the directions on ALL warning stickers placed on the machine as

reminders for your safety.

1-5) Placement of
Warning Stickers 

Fire or death may be caused by
high voltage electric shock.
Don’t open the cover except for
service man assigned by SWF.
When open the cover turn off
power and wait for 6 minutes.

Physical damage may be
caused by winding.

Don’t put your hands near the
arrow while the main shaft is
rotating

Physical injury may be caused
by crevice.

Don’t put your finger in a groove
on the table.

Injury may be caused by moving
needle.

Ensure that the machine is in a
stop condition before changing,
threading or rethreading of
needies or changing of needles.

WARNING

WARNING

WARNING

WARNING

[Front]

[Side]

[Back]
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1) WARNING1-6) Contents of
Warning Stickers

WARNING

Injury may be caused by winding.

Be sure to turn off the power before
cleaning, lubricating, adjusting or
repairing.

WARNING

Injury may be caused by moving needle.

Ensure that the machine is in a stop
condition before changing, threading or
rethreading of needies or changing of
needles.

WARNING
Fire or death may be caused by high
voltage electric shock.

Don’t open the cover except for service
man assigned by SWF.

When open the cover turn off power and
wait for 6 minutes.

[ Notice ] 
“Safety cover”in the ‘WARNING’refers to all covers
near the operating parts of the machine.
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Install your machine in an appropriate environment and with adequate electrical supply. Failure to follow the

directions may result in machine malfunction. 

2-1) ENVIRONMENT

1) Temperature: ① 0 � 40°C (32 � 104°F) when the machine is in operation

②－25 � 55°C (－13 � 131°F) when the machine is not in operation

2) Humidity: 45 � 85% (relative)

3) Grounding: Ensure the electricity is properly grounded.

4) Close any doors and windows near the machine to prevent direct light, dust, and humidity.

5) Foundation under the machine must be a sufficiently strong and flat concrete to support the weight of the

machine.

6) The machine must be installed and used in an industrial environment (Class A).

2-2) ELECTRICITY

Check if the input voltage of the machine is in the right range of the voltage supply before installing or operating the

machine. The voltage required is as follows:

1) Allowed range of voltage: within ±10% of the voltage set

2) Electric capacity and voltage consumption: 3KVA, 1.4 � 1.6 KW

3) Insulation resistance: over 10M ohms (measured with 500V insulation tester)

MACHINE INSTALLATION AND ASSEMBLY

CHAPTER 2

[CAUTION]
�Do not let moisture drops on the machine.
�Provide air conditioning to control humidity and to prevent dust and corrosion.

DANGER

WARNING

Properly ground the machine to avoid the possibility of electric shock. Use three-
wire grounding (grounding resistance below 100 ohms).

�Check the voltage supply where the machine will be installed.
�Install the cable away from the operator’s work space to prevent accident or

injury.
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2-3) LEVELING THE MACHINE

The machine must be accurately leveled (especially front and back) to prevent the needle from moving out of position

as well as machine error.

1) Use the adjusting bolts installed at the four stands to level the machine (front, rear, left, and right). Use a level gauge.

① Check the voltage supply where the machine will be installed.

② Install the cable away from the operator’s work space to prevent accident or injury.

③ If the difference in heights of the four bolts is over 10mm, place spacers beneath the lower adjusting bolts to

make the heights even.

2) Make sure to level the machine front-back and left-right.

[Fig.2-2]

[Fig.2-1]

Level gauge

Adjusting
bolts

Stand

Level base
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3) Using the level gauge

① Fasten the bolts snugly when the machine is horizontally leveled.

② Install the supporting bolt as in [Fig.2-4] Turn the bolt until it touches the machine and turn additional 1/4

round. Close the bolt with a nut. 

[Fig.2-3]

[Fig.2-4]

Level gauge

Nut

[CAUTION 1]
The level gauge does not measure accurately on a square pipe or a table.

[CAUTION 2]
The supporting bolt reduces machine vibration and balances machine weight. Adjust the height of the
bolt so it does not lift the machine body.

Supporting
bolt
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2-4) ASSEMBLY OF PERIPHERAL DEVICES

1) Assembling Upper Thread Stand

2) Assembling Operation Box 

[Fig.2-5]

[Fig.2-6]

Thread holder

Support

Spool plate

Operation box
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[Fig. 3-1]

① Machine body
② Table
③ Upper thread stand
④ Main shaft drive motor
⑤ Rotary hook base
⑥ Trimming cam box
⑦ Arm 

⑧ Color change
⑨ Upper thread holder
⑩ Head
⑪ Thread tension

adjustment board
⑫ Sub-controller
⑬ X-axis driving system

⑭ Y-axis driving system
⑮ Bar switch
� Frame
� Main controller box
� Operation box
� X, Y driver box
� Encoder

� Main power switch
� Lamp
� Leveling base
� Supporting bolt
� Thread detector

PARTS OF THE MACHINE

CHAPTER 3

[Front]

[Side]

[Back]
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01) EXPANDED MEMORY SIZE
The machine can store a maximum of 100 designs. The basic memory size is 2 million stitches.

02) MIRROR IMAGE CONVERSION AND DESIGN DIRECTION
You can turn the design from 0�to 359�in the increments of 1�and also reverse the design in the X direction

(mirror image).

03) ENLARGING AND REDUCING DESIGN
You can reduce or enlarge the embroidery design in size from 50% to 200% by 1% along the X and Y axis. 

04) AUTOMATIC SELECTION OF NEEDLE BAR
You can select the order of the needle bars up to the 99th.

05) GENERAL REPETITION WORK
The same design can be repeated up to 99 times along the X and Y axis.

06) SPECIAL REPETITION WORK
Several designs can be repeated up to 63 times at different angles and directions.

07) AUTOMATIC OFFSET
The frame automatically returns to the offset point when the embroidery is finished to make it easier for you to

switch the frames. You can select AUTOMATIC OFFSET at PARAMETER SELECT MODE to move the frame

automatically to the desired point, making it easier to do appliques and to switch the frames.

08) MANUAL OFFSET
You can manually move the frame to the pre-selected point to do appliques or change the frames during embroidery

work. The frame can be moved back to its original place by simply pressing the right buttons.

09) RETURN TO START
The frame can be moved back to the start point of the design during the embroidery work.

10) NON-STITCHING
The frame and the needle bar can move back and forth by the units of 1, 100, 1000, and 10000 stitches and by color

without stitching. 

11) FRAME REVERSAL
When the thread breaks or runs out of track, you can move the needle bar back to the starting point of the design in

the units of one to ten stitches.

FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES

CHAPTER 4
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12) AUTOMATIC TRIMMING
The automatic trimming function, determined by the design and the machine set-up, enhances work productivity and

quality of the finished product.

13) AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF UPPER AND LOWER THREAD BREAKS
The machine detects when the upper thread breaks or the lower thread is out of the needle and automatically stops

the machine.

14) AUTOMATIC RETURN TO STOP POINT IN UNEXPECTED BLACKOUT
When the power fails unexpectedly, the frame moves back to the exact point where the stitching stopped. This helps

reduce the number of defects.

15) 3.5'' FLOPPY DRIVE (EMBEDDED)
A 3.5'' floppy drive is embedded in the operation panel for you to read or store designs. Both 2DD and 2HD disks

can be used.

16) EDITING
You can delete, change, or insert stitch data and function codes (jump, finish, trimming).

17) INDIVIDUAL HEAD OPERATION
You can work on the specific head with a broken thread.

18) MACHINE STOPPAGE
The screen will indicate why the machine has stopped.

19) RPM
The screen indicates rpm.

20) FRAME SPEED SET-UP
You can adjust the frame speed to high, medium, or low.

21) UNUSED MEMORY 
The screen indicates the memory available for use.

22) TAPE CODE COMPATIBILITY
2-binary and 3-binary tape codes can be edited.

23) 640 * 480 COLOR LCD MONITOR (OPTIONAL)
You can install a 640 * 480 color LCD monitor onto your operation panel for easier reading of data.

24) CODES FROM OTHER BRANDS
The machine can automatically read designs of various formats stored in the floppy disk. These formats include

SST/ DST, DSB, DSZ/ TAP/ FMC, FDR/ ZSK/ 10O/ EXP.
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5-1) NAMES AND FUNCTIONS OF PARTS IN OPERATION BOX

① LCD Menu Screen

A color monitor that shows all data related to work.

② Number Buttons

This is used to input numbers when setting parameters.

③ Floppy Drive Cover Handle

The SWF machines have a cover that protects the floppy drive from foreign substances like dust. Open/close the

cover to insert/take out the disks.

④ Frame Movement Key

Moves the frame left, right, up, and down.

⑤ Frame Speed Button

Sets the speed of the frame movement to low, medium, or high.

⑥ Main Shaft Speed Button

Changes the speed of the main shaft during machine operation. Press [UP] to increase and [DOWN] to decrease

the speed.

⑦ Function Menu 

Selects the function displayed on the screen.

FUNCTIONS FOR BASIC MACHINE OPERATION

CHAPTER 5

[Fig.5-1] 

[Front] ① ②

③

④

⑤

⑦
⑥
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[Right]

① Acryl cover: protects the floppy disk drive

② Disk Out: takes the disk out

③ FDD: runs and reads the floppy disk

④ Work Lamp: blinks when FDD is in operation

⑤ COM2: serial port-2

⑥ Parallel port

⑦ Keyboard connector

⑧ VGA Card connector

⑨ COM1: serial port-1

① I/O Connector.

② FDD Power. ①

②

[Back]

[Fig. 5-2]

[Fig.5-4]

③

④

①

②

[Bottom]

[Fig. 5-3]

⑤

P2 P3 VGA P1
KEY

BOARD

[CAUTION]  CHANGING NEEDLE BAR WITH ★ KEY
If you want to change the order of the needle bar during operation, press (Color Change) in the main function
menu. Input the desired needle number and press ★.

⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨
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5-2) BAR SWITCH

Refer to [Fig.5-5] for use of the bar switch.

[Fig.5-5]

Bar switch

left right

Use the bar switch to: 

① For starting embroidery and stopping the machine

② Bar switch during machine stop

① Start the embroidery work or stop the machine during operation.
② Move the frame back during machine stop.
③ Move forward/backward in design during machine stop (non-stitching)
④ Do work other than embroidery

BUTTON OPERATION

Push to right

Hold to right

Push to left

Machine starts and embroidery work begins.

Machine “inching (see Note1)”until you release the switch.

Machine stops.

MACHINE OPERATION

BUTTON OPERATION

Push to left

Hold to left

Push to left again

Frame moves backward in selected movement units (see Note 2).

Frame starts to move backward. 
If you release the switch before the machine goes 10 of the selected
stitches, the machine will stop immediately (the machine moves back in
the selected movement units). If you release the switch after the machine
traveled 10 of the selected stitches, the machine will continue to move
back.

Push the bar to the left again and the machine will stop moving backward.

MACHINE OPERATION

[NOTE]
You cannot perform non-stitching (floating) at the start of the embroidery because the function is not
in the start menu. To perform floating at the start, push the bar switch to the left. The machine will be
in the STOP MODE. Select FLOAT and set the number of non-stitching desired.
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③ For non-stitching (during machine stop)

Refer to p.7-10 for floating functions
forward

④ For non-stitching (during machine stop)backward

⑤ For work other than embroidery

If you want to perform a solenoid test, a thread break sensor test, or manual trimming, do as follows:

BUTTON OPERATION

Push to left

Hold to left

Push to right

Frame moves backward in selected movement units (see Note 2)

Frame starts to move backward .
If you release the switch before the machine goes 10 of the selected
stitches, the machine will stop immediately (the machine moves back in
the selected movement units). If you release after the machine traveled
10 of the selected stitches, the machine will continue to move backward .

Push to right and the machine will stop moving backward .

MACHINE OPERATION

Select the desired function � push the bar switch to right

[CAUTION]
[NOTE 1]   refers to low-speed embroidery at a 100 rpm range, performed for stable

stitching when the machine is re-started after stop.
[NOTE 2]   “Frame movement unit”refers to the “BACK STITCH UNIT”in “SET-UP 1.”You can

select from 1 to 10 stitches (by 1 stitch).

Inching

BUTTON OPERATION

Push to right

Hold to right

Push to left

Frame moves forward in selected movement units (see Note 2)

Frame starts to move forward.
If you release the switch before the machine goes 10 of the selected
stitches, the machine will stop immediately (the machine moves forward
in the selected movement units). If you release after the machine traveled
10 of the selected stitches, the machine will continue to move forward.

Push to left and the machine will stop moving forward.

MACHINE OPERATION
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5-3) LAMP ON THREAD TENSION ADJUSTMENT BOARD

1) Switch
① For normal operation, turn the toggle switch on to turn on the indicator lamp. 

② If the machine stopped after detecting a thread break, move the frame back to the location of the thread break

and restart the machine. Only the head with the broken thread will work and the design will be corrected.

③ To set the needle bar so a specific head does not work, turn the toggle switch off.

2) Thread Break Detector Lamp
Lamp on a specific head will blink when thread break is detected at the head, while lamps on other heads will be

turned off. You cannot turn the lamp on or off on the other heads using the toggle switch. 

[Fig.5-6]

[CAUTION 2]
Foreign substances around the thread detector roller may block smooth rotation of the roller and
cause wrong detection of thread break.

[CAUTION 1]
The take-up lever continues to operate even when the head is turned off. This movement can cause
the upper thread to come out of the holder. Use a rubber magnet to fix the unused upper thread. 

[NOTE] 
If you want to move the frame back for any reason when a thread break has NOT occurred, press
the toggle twice (OFF and ON again).

3) Deletion of Thread-Break Detection Function
Poor function of the thread detecting roller due to foreign substances around it may result in wrong and frequent

detections, causing inefficiency of work. In this case, you can turn off the detecting function by turning off the

toggle switch at the end of the thread tension adjustment board. This will turn off the detecting function on the

head you are working with.

Thread detection
delete

Lamp Toggle switch

Thread sensor
roller

ON

OFF

ON OFF
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5-4) NEEDLE STOP CLUTCH (JUMP) 

The needle bar moves when the red signal on the clutch is facing the operator ([Fig.5-7]). Turn the clutch 90�in the

direction of the arrow to stop the needle bar.

[Fig.5-7]

CAUTION

Head

Clutch

Arm

�The trimmer and the take-up lever continue to move even when the needle bar is
stopped by the clutch. Avoid any operations, i.e. threading the needle or changing
thread.

�Long-time operation of the needle bar with the clutch may be damaged the bar
controller.
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5-5) LAMP ON COLOR CHANGE BOX

Needle position lamp on the color change box blinks at the needle currently in operation. Needle set lamp on the box

blinks when the needle reaches the center of the needle hole on the plate (the roller is on the straight line of the color

change cam. See [Fig.5-9]). The needle moves only when the both lamps blink - preventing machine errors from

incorrect needle position or color change failure. 

[Fig.5-8]

[Fig.5-9]

Color change motor

Needle set lamp

Needle position lamp

ON

OFF

ON

ON

Head

Needle plate

OFF

ON
OFF

ON

Roller

Lamp and the curve of the color change cam

Needle set lamp

Needle position lamp
Half-turn film cover

[NOTE]
If any of the two lamps are off, adjust the half-turn film to turn on the lights (see 11-7 Adjusting Half-turn
Film).
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5-6) UPPER THREADING AND TENSION ADJUSTMENT

1) Upper Threading

[Fig.5-10]

Upper thread stand

Thread tension
adjustment board

Sub thread adjuster

Upper thread 
(from the upper
thread stand)

Thread detecting
roller

Take-up spring
stopper

Take-up spring 

Rotary tension disk

Main thread tension
adjuster

Upper thread guide

Thread guide (upper)

Take-up lever

Thread guide
(middle)

Thread guide (lower)

Upper thread holder
spring

Presser foot 

Needle

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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2) Upper Thread Tension Adjustment

① The upper thread tension is controlled by the sub

and main thread tension adjusters. Turn clockwise

to increase the tension and counterclockwise to

decrease the tension.

② The sub-tension adjusters should control about 2/3

of the thread tension while the main adjuster should

handle the other 1/3. Set the sub-tension adjuster so

the upper thread flows smoothly through the rotary

tension disks and into the rollers of the main tension

adjuster. 

Thread tension adjustment is critical for producing high quality of the embroidery. A balance of 2/3 upper
thread and 1/3 lower thread generally indicates good tension. If the tension is too loose, the upper thread will
loop, causing thread tangles or breaks. If the tension is too tight, puckering may occur as well as thread and
needle breaks.

[Fig.5-11]

[Fig.5-12]

Thread guide disk Rotary tension disk

Thread guide
(lower)

Thread holder
spring

Threading the sub
tension adjuster

Threading the main
tension adjuster

Threading the thread
detector roller

Threading around the
needle

Wrap the thread 1.5 times
around the rotary tension
disk (V-shaped groove.)

Wrap the thread clockwise
around the thread guide
disk.

Wrap the thread around
the detector roller one
time. (V-shaped groove)

Fix the upper thread
between the thread
holder spring of the lower
thread guide.

Thread
detector roller

Adjusting nut

Sub-tension
adjuster

Main
tension
adjuster

2/3

1/3
[CAUTION]
�If tension at the sub adjuster is too loose, the

detector roller may not rotate well and make
wrong detections.

�After adjusting the tension, check if the upper
thread tension is what can be pulled with little
force of around 100-120g. 

[CAUTION]
�After adjusting the tension, pull the upper

thread to see if the detector roller rotates well.
�Adjust the tension according to the type of

thread and fabric used.
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3) Take-Up Spring

① Take-up Spring Functions

Difference in the length of the upper thread pulled by the take-up lever and pulled by the hook creates tension

or looping. When the tension is too weak, the take-up spring handles the leftover length of the upper thread.

Increase the tension or the stroke of the spring to form tight stitches on the embroidery.

② Take-up Spring Adjustment 

� Tension on the take-up spring affects the thread

tension. Turn the tension adjusting stud clockwise to

increase the tension and counter-clockwise to

decrease the tension.

� Adjusting stroke of the take-up spring:

To adjust the stroke of the spring during embroidery

work, move the take-up spring stopper to right or

left as shown in [Fig.5-14].

Thread
tension
adjusting
stud

○○ CORRECT ×× WRONG

[Fig.5-13]

[Fig.5-14]

Connect between the take-up spring and the stopper.

Stopper

Take-up
spring

Take-up spring unable to connect with the stopper 
(due to dust or foreign substances in the stopper.)
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[Fig.5-15]

[Fig.5-16]

1) Lower Threading 

① Use cotton yarn (#80 ~ #120) for your lower thread.

② Threading the bobbin:

� Insert the threaded bobbin into the bobbin case with

the thread coming out from the case slot. Pull the

thread through the thread guide. Check if the bobbin

is rotating ([Fig.5-15]).

� Thread the lower thread holder and trim the thread

to 3 ~ 4cm before inserting the bobbin and the case

into the hook assembly. Long tail can cause the

thread to tangle during stitching.

5-7) LOWER (BOBBIN) THREADING AND TENSION ADJUSTMENT 

2) Lower Thread Tension Adjustment 

Adjust the tension of the lower thread using the nut on the tension spring on the bobbin case. Turn the nut

clockwise to increase the tension and counterclockwise to decrease the tension.

[CAUTION]  
Direction of the Bobbin Rotation 
Make sure that the bobbin rotates clockwise
when you pull the thread holding the bobbin
case in your left hand. 

[CAUTION]
For adequate bobbin thread tension, hold a
thread from the bobbin and jiggle the bobbin
case lightly up and down. The case should
drop and the tension should be 25-35g. 

Lower thread
holder

Bobbin

Slot 

3~4cm

Screw

Tension spring

Bobbin case

Thread guide
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5-8) BOBBIN WINDER 

1) Major Parts and Functions 

[Fig.5-17]

① POWER SW: main power switch

② TIME: adjusts the volume of thread on the bobbin (MIN - MAX)

③ STOP

④ START

⑤ BOBBIN WINDER AXIS: holds the bobbin

⑥ AC CABLE: cable for power supply

⑦ MOTOR

⑧ CIRCUIT BOARD

⑨ BASE

⑩ TRANSISTOR

⑪ FUSE BOX: for changing fuse 

⑫ VOLTAGE SWITCH: selects voltage supply (AC 110V ↔ AC 220V)

⑬ CERAMIC ISLET: hole for thread

⑭ TENSION ADJUSTER NUT HOLDER

⑮ NUT: fixes thread holder stand

� BOBBIN PLATE (ass’y): includes bobbin plate, plate nut, sponge, bobbin holder, bobbin shaft

� TENSION ADJUSTER: adjusts thread tension on the bobbin

� THREAD HOLDER STAND

� THREAD HOLDER: prevents tangles in thread from the bobbin

� Bobbin Stand: unravels thread remains on the used-up bobbin

� Manual Lever: rotates with the bobbin axis. You can manually turns the bobbin

�

�
⑬�

�

⑭ ⑮

⑪ ⑫ ⑩

⑨ ⑦

⑥⑧ �

�

① ② ⑤ ③ ④
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2) Bobbin Winding

① Insert the bobbin onto the shaft and manually wind the thread 5 ~ 6 times around the bobbin in the desired

direction. Press [START] to rotate the bobbin.

② Bobbin should stop winding according to the embedded timer. If you want to stop winding before the bobbin

automatically stops, press [STOP].

3) Adjusting Thread Volume on Bobbin

① Fill the bobbin 80% and make sure the thread is parallel to the bobbin as shown in [Fig.5-18].

② You can adjust the volume of the thread on the bobbin using a timer dial. Set it at MAX to increase the

volume. 

[Fig.5-19]

[Fig.5-18]

[Fig.5-20]

4) Adjusting the Bobbin Wind

① Make sure to wind the thread parallel to the bobbin. If

not, unfasten the screw on the thread guide body and

adjust it left or right. [Fig.5-19]

② Adjust the thread tension on the bobbin using a tension

adjuster nut.

[CAUTION 1]
Winding the bobbin off-center or uneven as shown below can cause thread breaks, skipped stitches,
or thread tangles. 

[CAUTION] 
�Overfilling the bobbin may interfere with the smooth pull of the thread.
�For normal bobbin, 80% fill will render around 80m of thread.

[CAUTION 2]
Too tight tension of the bobbin thread may block smooth pulling of the thread and cause thread breaks or
short tails. 

80%
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5) Product Information

6) Precautions 

① Make sure to check the power/voltage supply before use (voltage is set at 220V but 110V can also be used. To

use 110V, adjust the voltage switch underneath the machine).

7) Emergency Measures

① If the winder does not start, check and replace the fuse or switch.

② If the bobbin shaft does not stop, replace “TR1”on the TIME switch or the circuit board.

③ If the winder does not start or stop, replace the start/stop switch or IC.

④ Wrong voltage may cause the machine to stop with a “thud”sound. Replace “Q1”on the circuit board.

MODEL NAME

BW-02 
(Bobbin Winder)

3,200 rpm
AC 110/220V

50/60Hz
10W

420×155×125
3.9kg

450×190×170
4.5kg

SPEED POWER SPECIFICATION PACKAGE SIZE
(TOTAL WEIGHT)
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5-9) FLOPPY DISKS

Make sure to meet the following guidelines when using floppy disks.

① Keep the disks away from objects with magnetic fields such as televisions.

② Protect the disks from excess heat, humidity, and direct sunlight.

③ Do not place heavy objects on the disks.

④ Do not remove the disk from the drive while formatting, reading, or writing the disk.

⑤ Do not open the cover of the disk drive.

⑥ Data cannot be written onto the write-protected disks.

⑦ Repetitious reading and writing on a single disk may cause errors.

⑧ Save your important data on more than one disk for back-up.

[Fig.5-21]

[CAUTION]
You can use pre-formatted disks, but be sure to use disks of recognized quality.

① Shutter

② Protection tab

①

②
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■■ Inserting the Disk

[Fig.5-22]

Disk Out 

① Press the cover of the disk drive to open (as shown in the left picture of [Fig.5-22]).

② Insert the floppy disk into the drive in the direction shown in the right picture of [Fig.5-22]

■■ Taking out the Disk

Press the Disk OUT button to take the disk out from the drive (see [Fig.5-22]).

[CAUTION] 
Do NOT remove a disk from the drive while formatting, reading, or writing the disk. 
Otherwise the data may be lost. 
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5-10) IN & OUT OF DESIGNS

You can use a floppy disk or a tape reader to read a design with SWF Machine. You can write the design on the

floppy disks.

5-10-1) Floppy

You can store a design from the floppy disk to the memory (see p.7-18 Floppy).

5-10-2) Tape

You can store a design in a tape onto the memory using a tape reader provided as an optional kit (see p.7-24

Tape).

5-10-3) Design Output 

You can copy a design from the memory to the floppy disk (see p.7-21 Design Output).
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5-11) RETURN TO PREVIOUS LOCATION UNEXPECTED BLACKOUTS

Your SWF machine goes back to the location of stop to pick up stitching when the power comes back on after

unexpected blackouts. See “LCD Monitor Manual 3-4-4 Frame Movement.”

① Turn on the main power when the power comes back on.

② You will see the location of the previous work before the blackout on the operation panel (see [Fig.5-23])

④ For B), press on the screen ([Fig.5-23]) and select among the sub menus.

The machine will go back to the exact point where you stopped before the blackout.

⑤ Push the bar switch and resume work.

POWER ORGFRAME MOVE

③ Turn the main shaft lever to set the angle at 100�. There can be two cases:

A) the current position of the frame requires no or little adjustment

B) the current position of the frame requires significant adjustment (frame was manually moved during the

blackout)

[Fig.5-23]

[CAUTION]
Make sure to turn OFF the power in unexpected blackouts until the power comes back on.
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5-12) NEEDLE-HOOK TIMING CONTROL 

1) Needle

① It is very important to select the right needle for the type of thread and fabric used.

② Inappropriate needle may cause bad embroidery, thread breaks, skipped stitches, etc.

③ For normal embroidery, use a DB×K5 needle. 

[CAUTION]
DB×K5 needle has an eye twice larger than that of DB1 (used for normal sewing). Use DB×K5 for
normal embroidery.

2) Relationship between Needle and Thread 

① Inadequate selection of thread and needle may result in thread breaks, skipped stitches, as well as in bad-

quality embroidery.

② Refer to the following table of threads and needles used for normal embroidery.

3) Changing the Needle 

① Make sure the needle is completely clear of the needle plate before attempting to change it. If the needle is not clear

of the plate, manually turn the main shaft with a hand lever to put the needle in the right location for change.

[CAUTION]
Needle and thread most commonly used in embroidery are DB×K5 #11 and rayon yarn 120d/2.

[Fig.5-24]

Needle
plate 

Needle

Needle Size Thread Size

US

0.25
0.27
0.29
0.32
0.34
0.36

Japan

9
10
11
12
13
14

Germany Cotton Silk

100~120

80~100

60~70

Nylon

130~150

100~130

80~100

Rayon

70~100

100~130

130~150

70~80

50~60

50~60

65
70
75
80
85
90

CAUTION

Turn OFF the power before turning the shaft manually. Immediately remove the
lever afterward: it is dangerous to operate the machine with the lever inserted.

Main shaft
lever
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② When inserting the needle, make sure that the groove

on the front of the needle is facing front. Shaft of the

needle should be inserted completely into the needle

bar.

[Fig.5-25]

[Fig.5-26]

Needle
insert hole

Front groove of
the needle

[CAUTION 1]
For special threads such as artificial silk, turn the needle slightly to the right to
prevent thread breaks (see [Fig.5-26]).

[CAUTION 2]
If the needle is not inserted all the way to the top of the needle bar hole, timing of the machine will go off,
causing broken needles and thread breaks.
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4) Relationship between Needle and Hook

① Adjusting Timing between Needle and Hook

Default timing of the needle and the hook is set by the main shaft angle of 201�. Refer to the below for

relationship between the needle and the hook.

② Adjusting Gap between Needle and Hook Point

� Gap between the hook point and the scarf of the

needle should be 0.1-0.3 mm minimum. 

� Thread skip occurs due to thread looping or

inadequate balance/gap between the needle and the

hook. The closer the hook point is to the needle, the

hook point will be inside the loop and threading will

be more stable. 

[Fig.5-27]

[Fig.5-29]

Hook point

0.1~0.3mm

[Fig.5-28]

Top point of hook
circumferenceTop edge

of needle
eye

Needle tip c

b

a

Top edge of the needle eye

Hook allowance 
(gap)

Hook point

Lower dead
stop of the

needle

Hook point 

a. At lower dead stop of the needle bar 2.3~3.7 mm

1.8~2.2 mm

0.5~1.5 mm

The figures may change
according to needle
specification/number.

b. At needle-hook timing

c. At needle-hook timing

[CAUTION]
The hook can move right and left if there is an
allowance in the lower shaft gear. Eliminate the
allowance (gap) by turning the hook clockwise. Then
adjust the timing.
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[Fig.5-30]

[Fig.5-31] 

[Fig.5-32]

Back
groove

Needle eye

Front groove

[CAUTION]  Functions by Needle Shape 

① Size of the hole and groove differs by needle.

� Front groove: protects the thread from the heat of the

sewing friction (which may cause thread breaks).

� Back groove: helps regulate the hook timing and prevents

looping. 

Prevention of looping is important for stitching. Adjust the hook point as close to the needle as possible to achieve

the perfect thread position. 

② If thread breaks or stitches are unstable, turn the needle slightly to the

right. 

[NOTE]
Shape of the loop varies by the type of thread or fabric. Unstable shape of the loop may result in skipped
stitches. The following pictures show different shapes of loop formed by different types of thread.

Hook point

Cotton thread loop

Synthetic thread loop

Hook point
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FAST HOOK TIMING 
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5) Relationship between the Take-up Lever and the Hook

Hook point timing is directly related to thread tension and thread breaks. The following pictures show the location

of hook when the take-up lever starts to move up from the lower dead stop (main shaft rotation angle: 291�).

Groove of the hook is in the (A) range. The

hook point will take up the thread when the

loop is too small. Stitching will be faster than

the take-up movement. As a result, the thread

tension will be too loose, upper thread loop

will be too small, and skipped stitches will

occur. 

[CAUTION]  In normal hook timing, the hook should be in the (C) range in the picture below.

[Fig.5-33]

too small

too large

[Fig.5-34]

[Fig.5-35]

(B)

(C)
(A)

Groove of the hook is in the (B) range. The

hook point will take up the thread when the

loop is too large, so there may not be skipped

stitches. However, the take-up movement will

be faster than the stitching and thread breaks

may occur.
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5-13) ASSEMBLY AND FUNCTIONS OF THREAD DETECTOR 

5-13-1) FUNCTIONS OF THREAD DETECTOR

Detection of the breaks of upper or lower threads prevents ill quality embroidery. The thread- break detector unit

contains rollers that sense the smooth feeding of the thread. Any dust, thread remnants, etc. will interfere the

rollers’rotation and may cause wrong detection.

5-13-2) DISASSEMBLING THREAD DETECTOR 

You will need to disassemble the thread-break detector unit to clean. Remove the cover of the thread tension

adjusting plate, separate the cables and unfasten the roller base joint screw. The entire unit will be disassembled

including the rollers and bush bearing.

[CAUTION]
Make sure to correctly place the thread detecting roller to have the unit properly function. Check
between the sensor groove and the film. If needed, unfasten the board base screw to adjust the board.

Roller base screw

Thread detector
roller

Bush bearing

Roller base

Film

[Fig.5-36]
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BASIC MACHINE OPERATION

CHAPTER 6

TURN ON THE MAIN POWER

YES
YES

NO

YES NO YES 

NO

NO

INSTALL OPERATING SYSTEM

ARE THERE DESIGNS IN MEMORY?

READ DESIGN FROM
DISK OR TAPE

READ IN DESIGN

SET-UP PARAMETERS

SELECT NEEDLE BAR

NO

YES

see P 7-75

YES

see P 7-76

YES

REPETITION

GAUGE, TRACE,
MEASURE LENGTH

SET WORK POSITION

PUSH BAR SWITCH TO START

SET-UP FRAME OFFSET

DO YOU WANT REPETITION?

DO YOU WANT AUXILIARY WORK (i. e. GAUGE)?

DO YOU WANT FRAME OFFSET?

READ IN DESIGN

READ IN THE SET-UP

IS THE OPERATIONG SYSTEM IN MEMORY?

ARE F1, F2, F7 PRESSED?

ARE THERE PREVIOUSLY WORKED DESIGNS?

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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7-1) INSTALLING THE OPERATING SYSTEM

You may have to install an operating system in the event of the deletion of the system due to controller box

malfunction or an upgrade to the latest OS version. You will see the program on the screen when:

The first screen you will see when you turn on the main power looks like this:

Indication of “SYSTEM LOADING”will be followed by:

NAVIGATING THE CONTROL PANEL

CHAPTER 7

�there is no operating system in the memory
� + + are pressed at the same time in the start scree

[Fig.7-1]

SYSTEM LOADING

SEARCH FOR OPERATING SYSTEM

CHECK IF + + WERE PRESSED AT THE
SAME TIME DURING SYSTEM LOADING

RUN SYSTEM INSTALLATION PROGRAM RUN OPERATING SYSTEM

�

�

�
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7-1-1) Operating System Not in Memory

If the machine operating system is not in the memory, the system installation program will appear automatically.

① The system installation program has the above 3 menus.

② Insert the SWF Operating Program Disk into the floppy disk drive.

③ Press and the installation will begin (see [Fig.7-3]).System install

④ Press when the installation is finished. You will see the operating system on the screen.Exit

System install : installs the operating program using the SWF Operating Program Disk.

System Backup : copies the existing operating program onto a disk.

Exit : ends all work.

[Fig.7-2]

[Fig.7-3]
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7-1-2) Upgrading the Operating System 

① Press + + simultaneously before SYSTEM LOADING fully appears on the screen. 

� � �

② The rest of the procedures are the same as the 7-1-1. 

7-1-3) Storing the Operating System in Floppy Disk for Back-up 

SWF provides two Operating Program Disks. Store the program in a new disk in case of the loss or damage to one

of the disks.  

① Press + + simultaneously before SYSTEM LOADING fully appears on the screen.

② Insert a new, SWF-formatted disk into the floppy disk drive (see p.7-37 for SWF-formatting).

③ Press to start the copying (see [Fig.7-5]).System Backup

④ Press when the copying is finished. You will see the operating program on the screen.EXIT

[Fig.7-4] Running system installation program with Function keys

[Fig.7-5]
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7-2) MAIN INDICATION SCREEN

[Fig.7-6] is the start screen of the operating program. The screen includes three main parts: (1) embroidery, (2) work

data, and (3) function menu.

⑴ Embroidery 

Shows the designed called. If none was selected, the screen shows SWF logo and the control version. 

⑵ Work data

Shows all data related to the design currently in use. 

[Fig.7-6] Start screen of the SWF operating program

work data

function menu

�

�

date and time

memory number of the selected design

number of total stitches for the selected design.

length of the selected design along the X axis

length of the selected design along the Y axis

number of colors for the selected design

number of jumps for the selected design

orientation of the selected design (in degrees)

Date, Time

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Stitch

X [mm]

Y [mm]

COLOR

JUMP

ANGLE

<Embroidery>
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the input value for reversal of the selected design

the input value for X-dimension scaling of the selected design

the input value for Y-dimension scaling of the selected design

the speed set

A. current needle      B. next needle

number of total stitches for the entire work

number of total plates for the entire work. Increases by finish of each work.

current position on the X axis 

current position on the Y axisY

X

Origin- whether FRAME ORG is selected. Red light indicates

ON and no light indicates OFF the function. 

indicates the stopped position of the main shaft. Red light comes on when

the shaft stops at 100�.
FIXPOS

ORIGIN FIXPOS

indicates the speed of the manual frame movement. Default is (normal).

Press the key in the center to adjust the speed at L (low) or H (high). 

shows the working time. EMB_TIME

NL.N.H

Current Stitch Total Stitch: Current Stitch- shows the number of stitches made so

far. Total Stitch indicates the number of total stitches of the selected design. The %

shows the work progress.

indicates the embroidery speed.

⑶ Function Menu 

Shows eight sections of embroidery-related data. Each menu has its sub menus. Errors are also indicated on this

part of the screen. The function menu configures differently for during the embroidery (temporary stop during the

embroidery) and for before the embroidery (before the machine starts).

The above are accurate, instantly calculated data. 

MIRROR

X_SCALE

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Y_SCALE

EMB RPM

Needle A B

X Y

Total St

Total Wk

17. ORIGIN FIXPOS

18. L.N.H EMB-TIME

20. 0 0 0 0

19.
%

Current No. 
of Stitches 
Total No. 

of Stitches 

[WARNING]  Always change the needle at the main shaft rotary angle of 100�.
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7-3) THE FUNCTION MENU

7-3-1) Function Menu during the Embroidery 

COLOR CHANGE

MANUAL TRIMMING

NON-STITCHING
(FLOAT)

+100

FRAME MOVEMENT

+1,000

FRAME OFFSET

+10,000

FRAME ORIGIN

ORIGIN

POWER RESUME

SET-UP

NEXT COLOR

SPEED

–100

WORK FINISH

PREVIOUS COLOR

–1,000

BASIC SET-UP

SET-UP 1

SET-UP 2

SET-UP 3

NEEDLE BAR

HIGH

LOW

RESET
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[CAUTION]
Main menus marked with “★”cannot be selected for repetition work.

★ IN & OUTPUT

★ EMB CALL

★ SET-UP

FLOPPY

EMBROIDERY OUTPUT FLOPPY 

SET-UP I
★ BASIC SET-UP

SET-UP II
SET-UP III
NEEDLE BAR

FRAME COORDINATES

SELECT

CUTTING

F-SET

CHANGE
COLOR CHANGE

START POINT
MIDDLE
OFFSET

AUXILIARY WORK

REPETITION WORK

COLOR CHANGE
MANUAL TRIMMING
MACHINE MAINTENANCE

★ EDITING

WORK POSITION
GAUGE
OUTLINE
LENGTH
PATH
TRACE

GENERAL REPETITION
SPECIAL REPETITION
CALL

JUMP
WIPER
PICKER
TRIMMING

FIND JUMP
FIND C/C
DELETE

SCALE 
ORIGINAL

INSERT

UP_TH DETECT 

UN_TH DETECT

MACHINE SETTING
MACHINE INFORMATION

HOOK TIME

OPERATION TEST

FRAME ORG

ERROR CHECK
MACHINE SET-UP

COPY
DELETE
DELETE ALL

TAPE
DESIGN

INPUT
OUTPUT
SIERRA
LPT IN
LPT OUT

TRANSMIT

2DD
2HD

GNT 2910
GNT 4604

FDD FMT

STITCH EDIT

SCREEN CHECK

STITCH SEPARATE
OPTIMIZE

7-3-2) Function Menu before the Embroidery 
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7-4) USE OF FUNCTION MENU (DURING EMBROIDERY)

7-4-1) COLOR CHANGE

This changes the needle bar. Press and you will see the screen in [Fig.7-8].COLOR CHANGE

[Fig.7-7]

[Fig.7-8]

[NOTE]
To start your embroidery with non-stitching, push the bar switch left to go to the “Function Menu during the
Embroidery.”
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Ex) If you are now using needle #1 and want to change to needle #5, press to automatically change the

needle bar. If you want to change to a needle number higher than #6, press to go to the

menu shown in [Fig.7-9] and select the desired needle bar. If you want to cancel the needle change, press 

.PREVIOUS

NEXT NEEDLE

5

You can also change the needle by stopping the work with the bar switch and pressing a number key on the right

side of the operation box (see [Fig.7-10]).

[Fig.7-9]

[Fig.7-10]

[CAUTION]
For SWF machines with 12 needles, press “–”for needle #10, “+”for needle #11, and “CL”for needle
# 12 (press number keys for the needles #9 and lower).
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7-4-2) MANUAL TRIMMING

You can perform trimming other than the automatic trimming function set. Press and

you will see a message appear on the function menu screen (see [Fig.7-11]). Push the

bar switch to right and the machine will trim. Press to cancel.PREVIOUS

Push the bar switch to right
MANUAL TRIMMING

7-4-3) NON-STITCHING (FLOAT)

This changes the location of the design without turn of the main shaft. Stop the embroidery with the bar switch

([Fig.7-10]) and press . You will see a screen like [Fig.7-12].FLOAT

[Fig.7-11]

[Fig.7-12]
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+100: moves forward 100 stitches in non-stitching 

+1000: moves forward 1000 stitches in non-stitching

+10000: moves forward 10000 stitches in non-stitching

NEXT COLOR: moves forward to the next color code in non-stitching

–100: moves backward 100 stitches in non-stitching

–1000: moves backward 1000 stitches in non-stitching

PREVIOUS COLOR: moves backward to the previous color code in non-stitching

PREVIOUS: ends non-stitching. Red light on the work data screen turns off.

① Non-stitching by F keys

FLOAT has the following sub functions.

② Non-stitching by bar switch 

You can also move forward and backward in non-stitching (1-10 stitches) using the bar switch. 

See 5-2 Bar Switch for details.

7-4-4) FRAME MOVEMENT

① Frame Origin

Your SWF machine remembers the stopped position of the frame when it stops during operation (bar switch,

thread break detection, etc.) After you move the frame by frame movement key and do non-embroidery work,

you can use to automatically move the frame back to the previously stopped location.FRAME ORIGIN

A) Start point of embroidery

B) Stop point of embroidery

C) Frame moved by frame movement key

D) Frame moved by FRAME ORIGIN

[Fig.7-13] Frame Origin 
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② Origin

The frame moves to the start point of the embroidery.

③ Power Resume

The frame moves back to the start point of the work.

The above three functions are about automatic movement of the frame. If you push the bar switch to left during

the frame movement, the frame will stop, in which case you can either move the frame to the desired location

using the frame movement key or push the bar switch to right to resume the frame movement.

A) Start point of embroidery

B) Stop point of embroidery

C) Frame moved by ORIGIN

[Fig.7-14] Origin 

A) Start point of embroidery

B) Stop point of embroidery

C) Frame moved by POWER RESUME

[Fig.7-15] Power Resume 
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A) Start point of automatic frame movement

B) Emergency stop by the bar switch (turning the switch

to left)

C) Frame moved by frame movement key

D) Frame movement resumed by the bar switch (turning

the switch to right)

E) Path the frame would have been taken automatically

without emergency stop

[Fig.7-16]

A) Start point of embroidery

B) Work stop (offset point)

C) Frame moved by FRAME OFFSET

7-4-5) FRAME OFFSET

You can move the frame to the pre-selected offset point. See p.7-70 for setting the offset point.

[Fig.7-17] Frame Offset 
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7-4-6) EMBROIDERY DATA SET-UP 

You can change the set-up data during a temporary stop of the embroidery work. Refer to p.7-42 for details.

7-4-7) SPEED 

Push the bar switch to stop the work and press . You will see a screen in [Fig.7-19].SPEED

[Fig.7-18] 

[Fig.7-19]
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If you want to work low-speed on a part of the design, push the bar switch to stop the work at the desired point.

Press and select . The machine will start at the speed pre-selected at SET-UP 2.

※ Press to clear the low-speed set-up.

7-4-8) WORK FINISH

You can manually end the work other than by DESIGN END. Press and you will see a

message “Will you finish work?”Press to or .NOYES

WORK FINISH

RESET

LOW-SPEEDSPEED

[Fig.7-20]
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7-5) USE OF FUNCTION MENU (BEFORE THE EMBROIDERY)

7-5-1) INPUT & OUTPUT

This transmits designs to/from external devices and copies/ deletes designs within the memory. You can use

read/write designs with floppy disks and read designs from punch tapes. You can also transmit data with other

computers. 

The menus on the screen are:

[Fig.7-21] Design Called

INPUT & OUTPUT

EMBROIDERY CALL 

SET-UP

AUXILIARY WORK

REPETITION WORK

COLOR CHANGE

MANUAL TRIMMING

NEXT MENU

Press the screen changes to Machine Maintenance and Editing.

These are MAIN FUNCTION MENUS.

NEXT
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[Fig.7-22] shows selection of in the main function menu.INPUT & OUTPUT

[Fig.7-22]

The SUB MENUS are:

FLOPPY

EMBROIDERY OUTPUT 

TAPE

DESIGN

TRANSMIT

FDD FMT

PREVIOUS
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■■ FLOPPY

Reads designs from the floppy disks or deletes designs in the disks.

① Insert the disk in the floppy disk drive and select in the screen in [Fig.7-22] (see 5-9 Floppy

Disk for inserting the disk).

② You will see the designs stored in the disk ([Fig.7-23]).

FLOPPY

The titles on the main screen:

Function Menus:

[Fig.7-23]

Ex)  Copying a SWF-formatted design titled “24”from the floppy disk to the memory #60.

No. :  each design in the disk is given a number.
NAME :  name of each design in the disk.
DATA :  the date and the number of total stitches in each design.
CODE :  format of the embroidery design.

CURSOR UP ↑ :  moves the cursor up

CURSOR DOWN ↓ :  moves the cursor down

PREVIOUS PAGE :  goes to the previous page (each page lists up to 20 designs). 

NEXT PAGE :  goes to the next page (each page lists up to 20 designs).

DELETE ALL :  deletes all designs stored in the disk

DELETE :  deletes the design selected with the cursor

SAVE :  stores the design selected with the cursor

PREVIOUS :  goes back to the previous stage
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Move the cursor to a design titled “24.”

③ Press ([Fig.7-24]).SAVE

④ You will see available rooms in the memory ([Fig.7-25]). Move the cursor to memory #60.

[Fig.7-24]

[Fig.7-25]
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[Fig.7-26]

[Fig.7-27]

⑤ Press ([Fig.7-26]).SELECT

⑥ You will see the design copied from the floppy disk to the memory ([Fig.7-27]). When the copying is finished,

end the process.
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⑦ Check if the design is in the memory #60 by selecting EMB CALL as in [Fig.7-28] (see p.7-39 for EMB

CALL).

■■ EMBROIDERY OUTPUT

This saves a design from the memory onto a floppy disk.

① Select in the main function menu.

② Press in the screen [Fig.7-29].EMBROIDERY OUTPUT

INPUT & OUTPUT

[Fig.7-28]

[Fig.7-29]

Ex) Copying a design in the memory #2 onto a floppy disk in SWF-format.
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③ First, insert a floppy disk into the drive and press ([Fig.7-30]).FLOPPY

④ Move the cursor to memory #2.

[Fig.7-30]

[Fig.7-31]
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⑤ Press and you will be asked which format to save the design ([Fig.7-32]). Select “SWF”and

you will see the design copied onto the floppy disk ([Fig.7-33]).
SELECT

[Fig.7-32]

⑥ End the process.

[Fig.7-33]
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① ② ③

④

⑤

⑥

⑦

⑧

■■ TAPE

This reads designs from 2-binary and 3-binary tape codes. 

1) Installation
① Parts: tape reader / punch design / signal cable for tape reader (see [Fig.7-34])

① Tape reader connector

② signal cable

③ tape reader

④ power lamp

② Place the stand on the table around the SWF operation panel.

⑤ power switch

⑥ sensor cover

⑦ stand

⑧ tape holder

[Fig.7-34]
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Connector

③ Open the sensor cover and place the tape as shown in [Fig.7-35].

④ Close the cover.

⑤ Connect the signal cable (9-pins) at the back of the tape reader ([Fig.7-36]).

⑥ Connect the other end of the signal cable (25-pins) to the main control box (see p9-2 for main control box

connection).

⑦ Connect the power connector to the main control box.

⑧ Turn on the tape reader.

⑨ Check if the power lamp is green.

[Fig.7-35] Sensor

[Fig.7-36] Back of the tape reader
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2) Input
① Select in the main function menu and in the sub menu. You will see

either of the following screens.
TAPEINPUT & OUTPUT

[Fig.7-37] Good connection of the tape reader 

[Fig.7-38] Bad connection of the tape reader
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② If the connection is good, select the memory room in which to store the design ([Fig.7-39]). Move the

cursor keys , , , to select the desired memory space and press . You will see a

screen in [Fig.7-39].
SELECT

③ Press and the tape reader will start reading the design tape. Press 

to stop.
PREVIOUSSTART READING

[NOTE] 
Check for causes of bad connection:
�The tape reader is OFF
�The cable is not connected
�The cable is not SWF-provided

[Fig.7-39]
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④ [Fig.7-40] shows the end of the reading process. Press to store the design.YES 

[Fig.7-40]
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■■ DESIGN

The sub-menus or the designs within the memory. You can also the designs in

the memory.

① Select in the main function menu.

② Press in the screen [Fig.7-41].DESIGN

INPUT & OUTPUT

DELETE ALLDELETECOPY

③ The sub menus are , , and . Press .COPYDELETE ALLDELETECOPY

[Fig.7-42]

Ex) Copying a design in the memory #2 to #70.

[Fig.7-41]
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④ Move the cursor to the memory room #2 and press .SELECT

[Fig.7-43]

[Fig.7-44]

⑤ You now have to select a new memory space to copy the selected design. Move the cursor to #70 and press 

.SELECT
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⑥ Check if the design was copied into the memory #70 by selecting EMB CALL in the main function menu. 

① Select in the main function menu.

② You will see [Fig.7-46]. Press .DESIGN

INPUT & OUTPUT

[Fig.7-45]

Ex) Deleting a design in the memory #70.

[Fig.7-46]
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③ The sub menus are , , and . Press .DELETEDELETE ALLDELETECOPY

④ Move the cursor to the memory room #70 and press .SELECT

[Fig.7-47]

[Fig.7-48]
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⑤ You will be asked “Will you delete the selected design?”Press to delete the design and to

cancel the deletion. 
NOYES 

① Select in the main function menu. Select and . You will

see a screen in [Fig.7-50].
DELETEDESIGNINPUT & OUTPUT

Ex) Copying a number of selected designs in the memory.

[Fig.7-50]

[Fig.7-49]
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② Use , , , keys to select the designs for deletion and press . The selected designs

will be red-framed as shown in [Fig.7-51].
SELECT

③ Press and you will see arrows at the bottom of the screen. SELECT

[Fig.7-52]

[Fig.7-51]
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④ Move to another design for deletion and press . The newly selected design will also be red-

framed. 
SELECT

⑤ Select designs for deletion using the same procedure. After selection, press and you will see a

message “Will you delete the selected designs?”
DELETE

⑥ Press to delete the designs.YES 

[Fig.7-54]

[Fig.7-53]
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① Select in the main function menu.

② Press in the screen [Fig.7-55].DESIGN

INPUT & OUTPUT

③ You will see sub menus , , . Press .DELETE ALLDELETE ALLDELETECOPY

Ex) Deleting all designs in the memory.

[Fig.7-55]

[Fig.7-56]
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④ When the message appears “Will you delete all designs in the memory?”press to delete all designs

and to cancel the deletion.NO

YES 

■■ FDD FMT

This 2DD or 2HD formats the floppy disk in the drive.

① Select in the main function menu. Press and you will see the sub

menus in the screen [Fig.7-58].
FDD FMTINPUT & OUTPUT

[Fig.7-58]

[Fig.7-57]
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② Select 2DD or 2HD. You will then be asked “Will you format the disk?”

③ Press and you will see the disk being formatted. YES 

[Fig.7-59]

[Fig.7-60]

[CAUTION]
Do not take out the disk during formatting. The data may be lost or the disk damaged.
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7-5-2) EMB CALL (CALLING DESIGN FROM THE MEMORY) 

Select in the start screen. You will see the designs in the memory on the screen.EMB CALL

7-5-2) EMB CALL (CALLING DESIGN FROM THE MEMORY) 

Select in the start screen. You will see the designs in the memory on the screen.

① [Fig.7-61] shows when no design has been called or no design is in the memory. If there is a design previously

called, the screen will display that ([Fig.7-62]).

EMB CALL

[Fig.7-61]

[Fig.7-62]

Ex) Calling a design in the memory #40 (21,946 stitches and 10 colors)
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② Press and all designs stored in the memory will be displayed on the screen ([Fig.7-63]). Use

, , , keys to move and select a design and press . In this case, select a design in

#40. To go to the memory #40, press ↓ (each page can list up to 30 designs).NEXT PAGE

SELECT

EMB CALL

③ [Fig.7-64] shows the second screen. Move to the memory #40. Check the work data on the right to see if you

selected the right design. Press .SELECT

[Fig.7-63]

[Fig.7-64]
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④ The selected design appeared on the screen ([Fig.7-65]).

■■ DESIGN VIEW

Press to call design. You will see the following screen.EMB CALL

Since 30 designs are displayed on one screen, it is difficult to verify the scaled-down designs. You can scale up

the design before selection by pressing . The selected design will show as below. VIEW

[Fig.7-65]

[Fig.7-66]
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Press to start embroidery work or to go to another design.

■■ NUMBER INPUT

You can also call a design by its number after selecting ([Fig.7-68]).EMB CALL

PREVIOUSSELECT

[Fig.7-67]

[Fig.7-68]
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[Fig.7-69] shows selecting a design number 45 (number 4 was pressed first).

There will be no cursor keys ( � ) but and . In this case, was pressed to

select a design number 45. Press to select the design or to cancel. You can also

select design by moving to the specific location or page (press ).CURSOR

PREVIOUSSELECT

PREVIOUSSELECT

[Fig.7-69]

[Fig.7-70]
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The cursor moves to 45. If there is no design in memory #45, the cursor will move near #45.

7-5-3) SET-UP

[Fig.7-72] shows the screen when is pressed.SET-UP

The menus on the screen are:

BASIC SET-UP: sets parameters, i.e. scale and angle

SET-UP 1: sets parameters related to the embroidery

SET-UP 2: sets parameters related to the embroidery

SET-UP 3: sets parameters related to the embroidery

NEEDLE BAR: selects needle bar, changes needle bar, etc.

FRAME COORDINATES: sets the start and end points of design

[Fig.7-72]

[Fig.7-71]
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■■ BASIC SET-UP

Press and . You will see the screen below.BASIC SET-UPSET-UP

① X Scale: Reduces or enlarges the design along the X axis.

② Y Scale: Reduces or enlarges the design along the Y axis.

The default is 100% and the allowed range runs from 50% to 200%.

The default is 100% and the allowed range runs from 50% to 200%.

�

�

[Fig.7-74]

[Fig.7-75]

[Fig.7-73] Basic Set-up

[100%] [200%]

[100%] [200%]
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Designs can be enlarged in both X and Y directions.   

The default is NO. Input “1”to set YES.

⑤ X SATIN: Sets the width of a satin stitch in the X direction.

The setting can increase in increments of 0.1mm on each side. The default is 0 and the range is from 0 to 5.

The default is 0�and designs can be rotated from 0 to 359�in the increment of 1�.

④ Mirror: Reverses the design on the X axis.

③ Angle: Rotates the design in the set angle.

�

�

�

�

AA

[Fig.7-76]

[Fig.7-77]

[Fig.7-78]

[Fig. 7-79]

[100%]

<X/Y Scalet>

[200%]

[0�] [90�]

[NO]

[Adding the satin width Amm on each side] [After wider satin stitch]

[YES]
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⑥ Y SATIN: Sets the width of a satin stitch in the Y direction.

⑦ START ST: Selects the start location on the design. You can skip certain number of stitches and start from the

desired location

⑧ TRIM BEFORE JUMP: Trims before performing repeated jumps if the repeated jump stitch is larger than

the set-up value. For instance, if the set-up value is 5, the machine jump stitches up to 4 stitches without

trimming at the repeated jump code. But if the repeated jump is larger than 5 stitches, the machine trims

before jumping. The default is 3 stitches and the range is from 0 to 10 stitches in the increment of 1 stitch.

Start point

Start
point

End
point

End
point

[Fig.7-80]

[Fig.7-81] TRIM BEFORE JUMP is set at 5 stitches

Skipped stitches (5000 stitches)

Default 
(total stitches: 10000)

Repeated jumps of 4 stitches

(no trimming)

Repeated jumps of 5 stitches

(trims and jumps)

Starting after 5000 stitches

[CAUTION] 
If TRIM BEFORE JUMP is set at 0 stitch, the machine will not trim regardless of the repeated jump
stitches. 
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⑨ FRAME COORDINATES: this parameter determines whether to use the automatic offset function.

※ Parameters for Frame Offset 

1. Set FRAME COORDINATES (BASIC SET-UP) to YES 

2. Select and . Set start point and offset point (see p.7-70)

3. Designate offset point (see p.7-73)

All of the above parameters should be set to perform frame offset. 

※ The set-up values are not stored for each design, but turn default when the design is called. 

FRAME COORDINATESSET-UP

Frame

Outline

Frame movement 

Embroidery FinishEmbroidery Start

Start point of
embroidery Needle after work finish

[Fig.7-82]
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■■ INTEGRATED SET-UP WHEN DESIGN CALL

The screen below automatically appears for your convenient set-up (i.e. X/Y scale, angle, needle change) after

you select a design in the memory or a disk (see p7-18).

[Fig.7-84] shows checking the set-up changes (200% X scale and 45�angle) on the screen with . VIEW

[Fig.7-84]

[Fig.7-83]

, 

: goes back to the previous page to select design

: you can check on screen whether the changed set-up data are correctly stored 

: sets up the needle order on the leftNEEDLE BAR

VIEW

PREVIOUS

CURSOR
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To set the needle order, press . The cursor will be blinking at NEEDLE.NEEDLE BAR

Set the desired order of the needle bar. The cursor will automatically move down to the next needle after each

set-up. 

Press to start the embroidery work. Press to re-select the design. PREVIOUSNEXT MENU

Offset needle: “0”

10th needle: “–”

11th needle: “+”

12th needle: “CL”

[Fig.7-85]

[Fig.7-86]
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■■ SET-UP 1

Press and . You will see the following screen ([Fig.7-87]).SET-UP 1SET-UP

The sub menus are , (cursor) and (basic set-up).

※ Setting Parameters:

Place the cursor on the parameter number for change and key in the using the numerical keys.

※ Saving Parameters:

Change the set-up data and select to automatically store the new data.

⑴ TOTAL STITCH CLEAR (Total number of stitches)

Along with TOTAL ST in the main function menu, this indicates the number of stitches from clear to present.

This is also used to clear the set-up data. (Only the numerical key “0”works)

⑵ TOTAL WORK CLEAR (Total number of work plates)

Along with TOTAL WK in the main function menu, this indicates the number of table sets from clear to

present. (Only the numerical key “0”works)

⑶ AUTO ORIGIN (Return to start point)

This move the frame back to the start position after work is finished. The default is “YES.”Select “0”for

“NO”if you do not want to use this function.

⑷ AUTO JUMP (Automatic conversion to JUMP)

The machine automatically changes to JUMP CODE if the interval between the two stitches is longer than the

set-up data. The default is 10.0mm and the range is between 5.0mm and 12.7mm in the increments of 0.1 mm.

PREVIOUS

scope

[Fig.7-87] Set-up 1
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⑸ BKRUN ST POINT (Start position of previous needle bar after back stitching)

When the machine stops after belatedly detecting a problem in one or multiple needle bars used (i.e. thread

break), it back-stitches and operates the error needle to correct the empty part, and moves further back to

before the error so that all needles correct an undesired embroidery, if any (by stitching over the part). You can

set the number of stitches the frame moves further back for all needles to operate. The default is 3 stitches and

the range is 1-20.

⑹ AUTO BACK (Automatic back stitching after detection of thread break)

This sets the number of the stitches that the frame automatically moves back when it detects a thread break.

The default is 3 stitches and the range is from 0 to 5 in the increments of 1 stitch.

⑺ TRIM START (Automatic start after trimming)

You can set whether embroidery work will start automatically after trimming by JUMP CODE, TRIMMING,

and STOP CODE. The default is “YES”and you can select “0”to set at “NO.”

⑻ BK_ST START (Automatic start after back stitching)

When you moved the frame back from the stopped position and the frame reaches the BK RUN START

POINT, you can set whether the stitching will start automatically. The default is “YES”and you can select

“0”for “NO.”

⑼ OUTLINE AND GAUGE

Gauge refers to the running stitches made certain distance away from the outline of the design. You can set the

distance between the gauge and the design outline. The default is 10mm and the range is 1-30mm.

⑽ BK_ST UNIT (Back stitching unit)

This sets the number of stitches to be made at a single bar switch action when you move the frame forward or

backward with the bar switch. The default is 1 stitch and the range is 1-10 stitches in the increments of 1

stitch.

⑾ ST BACKTACK (Automatic back-tack)

This selects a back-tack, a stitch at the start of the embroidery (to prevent thread unraveling). The default is

“NO.”

⑿ TRIMMING SYSTEM

A new trimming function for a new trimming mechanism. Select (12) TRIMMING SYSTEM in SET-UP 1

and press “0”for OLD (version) and “1”for NEW (version).
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■■ SET-UP 2

Press and . You will see the screen below.SET-UP 2SET-UP

⑴ MAX SPEED (Maximum speed limit)

This sets the maximum machine speed. The default is 850 rpm and the range is between the minimum speed

limit and 850 rpm in the increments of 10 rpm.

⑵ MIN SPEED (Minimum speed limit)

This sets the minimum machine speed. The default is 300 rpm and the range is from 300 rpm to the maximum

speed limit in the increments of 1 rpm.

⑶ EMB SPEED (Embroidery speed)

This sets the embroidery speed. The default is 750 rpm and the range is between the minimum and the

maximum speed limits set above in the increments of 1 rpm.

⑷ INC SPEED (Inching speed)

This sets the speed of inching (low-speed stitching) at the start of the embroidery. The default is 100 rpm and

the range is 50-150 rpm in the increments of 1 rpm.

⑸ JUMP SPEED 

This sets the speed limit for jump stitching (frame moves without sewing). The default is 750 rpm and the

range is from the maximum to the minimum speed limit in the increments of 1rpm.

⑹ SLOW SPEED 

You can work at a slow speed on a particular part of a design by setting the slow speed. Stop the work and press

. Of the three sub menus ( , , and ), select 

. The range is from the maximum to minimum speed limit in the increments of 1 rpm.SLOW SPEED

RESETSLOW SPEEDHIGH SPEEDSPEED

[Fig.7-88] Set-up 2

[CAUTION]
Jump speed higher than 750 rpm may cause needle break or mechanical problems in the needle bar.
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⑺ START INCHING (Number of inchings at the beginning)

The machine inches slowly when it starts. You can set up the number of stitches to inch. The default is 3

stitches and the range is between 0 and 10 (in the increments of 1 stitch).

⑻ TRIM INCHING (Number of inchings after trimming)

The machine inches slowly when it detects a signal for color change or finishes embroidery for one design.

You can set up the number of stitches to inch. The default is 3 stitches and the range is from 2 to 10 (in the

increments of 1 stitch).

⑼ UP_THD SENSE (Upper thread detection)

This selects the upper thread sensor function. The default is YES. Select “0”for NO.

⑽ UN_THD SENSE (Lower thread detection)

This selects the lower thread sensor function. The default is NO. Select “1”for YES.

⑾ AUTO TRIM (Automatic trimming)

This selects the automatic trimming function. The default is “YES”and you can select “NO”to turn off this

function.

⑿ AUTO C/C (Automatic color change)

This selects the automatic color change function. The default is “YES”and you can select “NO”to turn off

this function.

⒀ TRIM LENGTH (Length of thread tail after trimming) 

This sets the length of the upper thread that remains in the needle after automatic trimming. The default is

MEDIUM. You can select SHORT with “0”and LONG with “2.”
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■■ SET-UP 3

Press and . You will see the screen below.SET-UP 3SET-UP

⑴ DATE (Date, Month, Year)

For instance, input “990201”to set the date February 1 1999.

⑵ TIME (Hour, Minute)

For instance, input “1745”to set the time 5:45pm. For 5:45am, input “0545”.

⑶ ANGLE (Angle of machine start)

This sets the angle the machine starts to operate after stopping at 100�. This data is related to the machine

stop. The default is 84�and the range is from 70�to 90�in the increments of 1�.

⑷ LOWER DEAD STOP 

This sets the needle to stop at the lower dead stop after finishing the embroidery work. The default is NO.

Select “1”for YES.

⑸ BK_ST ALL (Previous needle bar operation after back stitching)

When you moved the frame from the stopped position and start embroidery with a bar switch, you can set

whether only the head with a broken thread will operate or all heads will operate. The default is “EACH

(single)”and you can input “1”to select “ALL.”

[Fig.7-89] Set-up 3

[CAUTION]
The machine may not be able to stop at 100�if the start angle is larger than 86�.

[CAUTION] 
Do NOT attempt to manually change the needle bar when the needle is at the lower dead stop.
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⑹ UP_TH DETECT (Number of stitches for detection of the thread break )

The machine detects the set number of stitches for detection of the upper thread break. You can set the stitches

to prevent frequent wrong detections. The default is 1 stitch and the range is 1-5 stitches. You can set the data

at 4-5 stitches for gold/silver threads for which wrong detections may occur, or set the data at 1-2 stitches for

higher accuracy of detection.

⑺ BORING

The default is NO. If you have installed and are using a boring device on the machine select YES with “0.”

⑻ SPEED

The machine automatically reduces speed when it encounters a stitch larger than the set-up data. Select the

basic set-up according to your machine type.

⑼ FRAME SPEED

This sets the speed of frame movement during FRAME OFFSET or FRAME ORIGIN. The default is “LOW

(0).”You can select HIGH with “1.”

■■ F-SET

�� F-SET Function
This sets the method of the frame movement according to the machine conditions (multi frame control).

�� F-SET Function Menus 

① The above picture shows Set-up 3. You can see that was added on the menu.F-SET

[CAUTION]
Lower the set-up speed if you find unstable or abnormal stitches. 
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② Press and you will see 6 parameters. 

③ Parameters:

F-SET

No.

1

3

4

5

6

2

Parameter

Speed of frame movement in A section

Movement method in B section

Start stitch in B section

Movement method in B section

Start angle of frame movement in A

Start angle of frame move in B

Function Range

T1,T2

0~2.1mm

E1,E2,E3

230~300。

230~260。

ENCODER,
TIMER

Frame speed in A section

Sets starting stitch in B 

Set movement range in B

Set frame move angle in A

Set frame move angle in B

Whether to move in B in encoder or
timer method
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■■ CUTTING

�� CUTTING Function
Four types of special-made cutting tools (-, l, /, \) can be installed in place of the needle for cutting fabric. Turn

OFF the thread detecting function and trimming function of the needle bar, where the tools will be installed.

The CUTTING function is already provided in the SWF Tubular Machines and Flat Machines with less than 6

heads.

�� Set-Up

① At Set-up 3, press . You will see the screen below.CUTTING

② Select YES with “1”or NO with “0.”Press to end the process.PREVIOUS
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■■ NEEDLE BAR

Select and .NEEDLE BARSET-UP

※ Before going into NEEDLE BAR function, let’s look at the head of the SWF multi-head embroidery machine.

Each needle bar has a number and matches 1:1 with the needle bar on the NEEDLE CHANGE menu.

The sub menus of the F5 NEEDLE BAR are as below.

SELECT: determines the change of needle when there is a signal for color change.

CHANGE: you can change the 1:1 match of the actual needles and the needles on the menu.

COLOR CHANGE: changes the screen color of each needle bar.

[Fig.7-91] Head of the SWF Multi-Head Embroidery Machine 

[Fig.7-90] Needle Bar 
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(1) SELECT

(1-1) Example of Needle Select

① Call design ([Fig.7-92]). Press in the main function menu and .

② Select to set the color order. You will see the NEEDLE BAR SELECT box on top turn blue. SELECT

NEEDLE BARSET-UP

③ The cursor currently indicates 1. Key in “7”as shown in [Fig.7-93]. 

[Fig.7-92]

[Fig.7-93]

Ex) Calling a design in the memory #40 and setting the color order 7-3-5-1-6-4-2-1.
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④ The cursor will automatically move to 2 ([Fig.7-94]).

⑤ Key in “3”as shown in [Fig.7-95].

[Fig.7-94]

[Fig.7-95]
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⑥ Designate the needle order 7-3-5-1-6-4-2-1 ([Fig.7-96]).

⑦ Check if the needle order is set correctly. Press to end the process.PREVIOUS

[Fig.7-96]

[Fig.7-97]
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Select in the main function menu and then to change the color during the

embroidery. Another convenient way of changing the needle during the embroidery is to select 

in the main function menu, key in the needle number, and press *.COLOR CHANGE 

NEEDLE BARSET-UP

Press in the start menu and you will see sub menus. Select to select the needle

#6. After the needle is changed, press * and the screen will change to [Fig.7-99]. You will see the needle

number data change from 1 to 6.

6COLOR CHANGE 

[Fig.7-98]

#1. Changing the needle order during the embroidery

Ex) Changing the needle order from 1-2-3-4-5 to 6-2-3-4-5
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[Fig.7-99] shows a screen after pressing *.

The needle order is now 6-2-3-4-5. 

Your SWF machine trims and stops when it reaches a color change signal during the embroidery work when

only one needle has been selected for the work. If you used a few more colors and finished work, and want to

use the same colors to work on the same design again, follow the procedures below to remember the color

changes made. 

Step 1 : Start work.

Step 2 : When you reach a point of color change, the machine will trim and stop.

Step 3 : Manually change the needle to needle #4 and press *.

Step 4 : When the color is changed, push the bar switch to right to resume work.

Step 5 : The machine will trim and stop again when it reaches the point of color change. Change to needle #2

and press *.

Step 6 : Repeat the above process until the end of work.

[Fig.7-99]

#2. Automatically storing the needle bar used in the sample

Ex) If you used the needle in the order of 3-4-2-1-5 for your sample while having selected only #3,
your machine will remember the needle #3 only when you start the work again later. The machine
will display “0”for the other colors used on the sample.
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(1-2) Example of INSERT
You can insert a needle in the already set order of the needle. 

① Press .

② Use the cursor keys ( , ) and move to the 5th needle (see [Fig.7-100]).
SELECT

③ Press and the needles after the 5th will be automatically shifted to right. You will see “1”in

the needle #5.
INSERT

[Fig.7-100] 

[Fig.7-101] 

Ex) Inserting needle #7 between #1 and #6 in the existing order of 7-3-5-1-6-4-2
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④ Key in “7”in the needle #5 and press to end the process.PREVIOUS

(1-3) Example of 
You can delete a part or several parts of the existing needle bar order.

① Press .

② Use the cursor keys ( , ) and move to the 3th needle (see [Fig.7-103]).
SELECT

DELETE

[Fig.7-102]

[Fig.7-103]

Ex) Deleting #5 between #3 and #1 in the existing needle order of 7-3-5-1-7-6-4-2-1
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③ Press and the needles after the 4th will be automatically shifted to left.DELETE

④ This conveniently deletes the needle. Press to end the process.PREVIOUS

[Fig.7-104] 

[Fig.7-105]
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(1)-4 Example of 

① Press .

② Press and all the needles after the 1st will be automatically deleted.DELETE ALL

SELECT

DELETE ALL

[Fig.7-106] 

Ex) Deleting the existing needle order set in the NEEDLE SELECT
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(2) NEEDLE NUMBER CHANGE 

① Select in the main function menu and press . You will see the screen in

[Fig.7-107].
NEEDLE BARSET-UP

② Press . The second box “NEEDLE NUMBER CHANGE”will turn blue.CHANGE

[Fig.7-107]

[Fig.7-108]

Ex) Changing needle #1 with needle #9
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③ The cursor will blink at needle #1 for you to key in the change. Press 8 and you will see the screen in

[Fig.7-109].

④ Use the cursor keys ( , ) to move to the needle #8.

[Fig.7-109]

[Fig.7-110]
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⑤ Key in 1 and then press to end the process.PREVIOUS

[Fig.7-111]
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(3) COLOR CHANGE

This displays colors for each needle used so that you can easily understand data related to the color change.

① Select in the main function menu and press . You will see the screen in

[Fig.7-112].
COLOR CHANGE SET-UP

② The upper row in the “COLOR CHANGE”box indicates the needle numbers and the lower row displays the

colors for you to select from.

③ Move the cursor to the needle to be changed and press . The cursor will go down to the lower

row.

④ Move the cursor to the desired color and press . The screen will display the new set of colors

selected.
SELECT

SELECT

[Fig.7-112]
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※ Additional Functions to COLOR CHANGE
� Automatic cursor movement after needle selection

If you want to select a needle number higher than #10, use the following short keys:

- Needle #10: “–”

- Needle #11: “+”

- Needle #12: “CL”

The short keys are indicated either on the operation box switch or on the screen.

� Selection of offset Needle 

Add “o”in front of the needle you selected for offset. For instance, if you want to set offset at needle #3 in

your repetition work using the needles 1-2-3-4, select “1-2-o-3-4.”For “o”press “0”(number key).

[Fig.7-112-1]
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■■ FRAME COORDINATES

Select in the main function menu and then press in the sub menu.

You will see [Fig.7-113].
FRAME COORDINATESSET-UP

The sub menus are:

START : sets the start position of the design. The frame will automatically move to the start point.

MIDDLE : sets the middle point where the frame passes by on its route to the frame start point. If
obstacle lies on the route to the frame start point, you can set the frame pass through the
designated middle point to get to the start point.

OFFSET : sets the frame offset point or the end point of the design. This function is useful for
appliques or for frame change.

[Fig.7-113] Frame Coordinates

[CAUTION]
1. Make sure to turn ON the FRAME COORDINATES (set YES) or the function will not work.
2. If the frame origin point is distorted, the frame may not be able to move to the set point.
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(1) Example of START POINT

① Select in the main function menu and in the sub menu. Then

press . The “DESIGN START POINT”box will turn blue as shown in [Fig.7-115].START POINT

FRAME COORDINATESSET-UP

② Use the frame movement key to move the frame to [X:2000, Y:3000].

③ Press to set the start point or to cancel.

④ Select MIDDLE and OFFSET POINT in the same method as selecting START POINT. Press to

complete the set-up.
PREVIOUS

PREVIOUSSELECT

[Fig.7-115]

[Fig.7-116]

Ex) Setting the start point of the embroidery at [X:2000, Y:3000]
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7-5-4) AUXILIARY WORK

Select in the main function menu. You will see in [Fig.7-117].AUXILIARY WORK

The menus are as follows:

[Fig.7-117]

WORK POSITION :  you can easily check, without doing embroidery, whether the design
touches X and Y limits.

GAUGE :  this automatically gauges the outline of the design according to the set-up
data in the “OUTLINE AND GAUGE”(SET-UP 1).

OUTLINE :  you can stitch only the outline of the design.

LENGTH :  you can measure the length of the design.

PATH :  you can check the directions and color changes in the embroidery through
screen simulation.

TRACE :  you can check if the design will go out of the X and Y limits in the current
frame position. 
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■■ WORK POSITION

① Select and then . You will see [Fig.7-118].WORK POSITIONAUXILIARY WORK

[Fig.7-118]

② The box on the screen in [Fig.7-118] roughly indicates the size of the embroidery. “+”shows the start point of

the embroidery and the current position of the frame.

③ Use the frame movement key to move the frame to the desired position on the work material. If a box that

indicates the work material turns red, it means the material will go out of the X, Y limits. Adjust the material

so that all four boxes are blue. The scale unit is 2cm as shown on the screen. 

[CAUTION]
Pushing the screen manually with the main power off will distort the origin point of the frame - in this case
the WORK POSITION will not function accurately (see p.7-106 for the frame origin point).
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■■ GAUGE

① Press and then . You will see [Fig.7-119].GAUGEAUXILIARY WORK

② The message will tell you to “push the bar switch to right to start”(see [Fig.7-120]).

Press to cancel.PREVIOUS

[Fig.7-119]

[NOTE]
You can set the distance between the design outline and the gauge in OUTLINE AND GAUGE (SET-UP 1).
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■■ OUTLINE

① Select and . OUTLINEAUXILIARY WORK

② You will see a message “Push the bar switch to right to start.”Push the bar switch to right and the machine

will start stitching the outline of the design. Press to cancel.PREVIOUS

[Fig.7-120]
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■■ LENGTH

① Select and and you will see the following screen.LENGTHAUXILIARY WORK

② Use the cursor keys ( , , , ) to place the cursor at the point from which to measure the length.

③ Press when the cursor is at the desired point.

④ Use the cursor keys ( , , , ) to place the cursor at the end point of the measure. The measured

length will be displayed in the left box on the screen. Press to cancel.PREVIOUS

SELECT

[Fig.7-121]
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■■ PATH

① Select and press . You will see the following screen.PATHAUXILIARY WORK

The screen slowly displays each stitch and shows the process of the entire work being done.

[Fig.7-122]

FAST DISPLAY :  the stitches are made fast 

SLOW DISPLAY :  the stitches are made slow

PAUSE :  the machine temporarily stops

RESTART :  the screen starts the embroidery from the beginning
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■■ TRACE

① You can quickly check if the selected design will go out of the X and Y limits when worked in the current

frame position.

② The arrows indicate the path of the frame movement. The frame moves from the maximum and minimum

frame limits on the X and Y axis and checks if the design is within the limits. If the design is out of any limit,

the frame will stop and display “FRAME LIMIT ERROR.”

[Fig.7-123]

Start
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7-5-5) REPETITION WORK

[Fig.7-124] is the start screen of (main function menu).REPETITION WORK

The sub menus are:

[Fig.7-124]

GENERAL REPETITION :  repeats a single design up to 99 times along the X and Y axis

SPECIAL REPETITION :  repeats a number of designs up to 63 times with editings in X/Y scale,
mirror, angle, etc.

CALL :  calls the repetition work stored in the memory
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■■ GENERAL REPETITION

Select in the main function menu and ([Fig.7-125]) in

the sub menu.
GENERAL REPETITIONREPETITION WORK

� X REPEAT

sets the number of repetitions in the X direction. The range is 1-99 times

� Y REPEAT

sets the number of repetitions in the Y direction. The range is from 1-99 times

� X DESIGN INTERVAL

sets the distance from the start point of the design in the X direction. Use “+”and “-”buttons to set the

direction.

[Fig.7-125]

Moving +30mm Moving –30mm

＋ : from left to right

－ : from right to left

start point of design

move move

start point
of design�

( 30 mm)
� �

�

�

(－30 mm)
� �

�

[Fig.7-126]
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� Y DESIGN INTERVAL

sets the distance from the start point of the design in the Y direction. Use “+”and “-”buttons to set the

direction.

� X/Y PRIORITY

sets priority between X and Y directions

� DESIGN INTERVAL

select STOP CODE or JUMP CODE to move between the designs

Moving 20mm Moving －－20mm

start point of design

[X priority] [Y priority]

move

STOP CODE: design moves to the next design and stops.

JUMP CODE: design moves to the next design and automatically starts work.

(＋20 mm)

�

start point of design 

move (－20 mm)

�

�

�

6

3

5 4

2 1

6

5

4 2

3 1

[Fig.7-127]

[Fig.7-128]

＋ : from left to right

－ : from right to left



① Call the design #7. Select and . 

You will see [Fig.7-129].
GENERAL REPETITIONREPETITION WORK
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Ex) Calling the design #7 for a repetition work with the following parameters

X REPEAT: 5 times
Y REPEAT: 5 times
X DESIGN INTERVAL: ＋40mm
Y DESIGN INTERVAL: －40mm
X/Y PRIORITY: X
DESIGN INTERVAL: JUMP CODE
MIRROR: NORMAL
※ DATA SAVE

[Fig.7-129]
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② The red color indicates that the menus are selected. Use the number keys and the function keys to set the

parameters (use number keys for menus 1-4 and function keys for menus 5-7).

③ Press and you will see the following screen.SELECT

[Fig.7-130]
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④ Press and you will see the parameters being applied. Then you will be asked if you will save the

parameters (see [Fig.7-131]).
YES 

⑤ Press to save. You will see the screen in [Fig.7-132].YES 

[Fig.7-131]

[Fig.7-132]
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There are two types of saving the parameters: DATA SAVE and DESIGN SAVE.

� DATA SAVE: stores only the parameters in a memory room

� DESIGN SAVE: stores the repetition work in a memory room

⑥ [Fig.7-133] shows selection of (SAVE).DATA

Select the memory space to save the data and you will go back to the repetition mode. Press 

in the main function menu and then to check if the parameters are stored in the selected

memory room.
CALLWORK

REPETITION

[Fig.7-133]

[Fig.7-134]
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[NOTE]
[Fig.7-135] shows selecting as a method of saving the repetition design in [Fig.7-132].DESIGN

[Fig.7-135]

Select the memory space to save the design and you will go back to the repetition mode. Press in the

main function menu to check if the design is stored in the selected memory room.
EMB CALL
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■■ SPECIAL REPETITION

SPECIAL REPETITION refers to integrating the designs in the memory. You can repeat the designs up to 63

times.

1) Example of SPECIAL REPETITION 

Ex) Making a repeated design in [Fig.7-138] using the designs A and B

[Table 7-1]

Work in the order of ①, ②, ③, and ④.

Make the following table to make a design in [Fig.7-138].

[Table 7-1] can be calculated by measuring from the design start point to the next design.

No.
1 18

29

29

18

0

70 mm

250 mm

70 mm

0 mm

100 mm

0 mm

－100 mm

0

0

0

0

100%

100%

100%
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

No

No

Yes
Yes

2

3

4

Design X Interval Y Interval X Scale Y Scale MirrorAngle

[Fig.7-136] Design A in the memory #18

[Fig.7-138] Example of Special Repetition

[Fig.7-137] Design in B in the memory #29

② ③

④①
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① Select in the main function menu and press . You

will see [Fig.7-139].
SPECIAL REPETITIONREPETITION WORK

[Fig.7-139]

[Fig.7-140]

② A table similar to [Table 7-1] appears on the screen. The cursor will blink at Design No.1. Key in “18”as

shown in [Fig.7-140]. 
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③ Use the , , , keys to move the cursor down to Design No.2. Basic set-up data will appear for

X/Y interval, scale, angle, and mirror.

[Fig.7-141]

[CAUTION]
You cannot move to the next design if the design selected does not exist in the memory.
Make a table of set-up data (like [Table 7-1]) in advance for your convenience. 
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④ The cursor now blinks at Design No.2. Key in “29”as in [Fig.7-142].

⑤ Use the same procedure to key in “18”for Design No.4. You will see [Fig.7-143]

[Fig.7-142]

[Fig.7-143]
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⑥ Use the , , , keys to move the cursor to X interval No.2. The screen will look like [Fig.7-

144].

⑦ Key in “70”(see [Table 7-1]). You will see the screen in [Fig.7-145].

[Fig.7-144]

[Fig.7-145]
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⑧ Key in all the parameters set in [Table 7-1] (you should also key in “－”). [Fig.7-146] shows the screen

when all the data are properly keyed in.

⑨ Press . You will be asked if you will save the design as in GENERAL REPETITION. [Fig.7-

147] is the screen after you finished all set-ups.
SELECT

[Fig.7-146]

[Fig.7-147]
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2) Examples of and 

① INSERT: inserts a design between designs. For instance, place a cursor at Design No.3 in the screen in

[Fig.7-146] and press (see [Fig.7-148]).INSERT

DELETEINSERT

② DELETE: deletes all data of a selected design. For instance, place a cursor at Design No.3 in the screen in

[Fig.7-146] and press (see [Fig.7-149]).DELETE

[Fig.7-148]

[Fig.7-149]
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■■ CALL

① Select in the main function menu and press . You will see [Fig.7-150].CALLREPETITION WORK

② The screen will look like when saving a repetition work. Use , , , keys to select the memory

room where the repetition design is stored. Press to call the design.

7-5-6) COLOR CHANGE (MAIN FUNCTION MENU)

Refer to 7-4-1.

7-5-7) MANUAL TRIMMING (MAIN FUNCTION MENU)

Refer to 7-4-2.

SELECT

[Fig.7-150]
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7-5-8) MACHINE MAINTENANCE

Press in the main function menu to access MACHINE MAINTENANCE and EDITING (7-5-

9). You will see [Fig.7-151].
NEXT MENU

Select and you will see the screen in [Fig.7-152].MACHINE MAINTENANCE

[Fig.7-151]

[Fig.7-152]
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The sub menus of MACHINE MAINTENANCE are:

MACHINE SETTING :  helps adjusting hook timing when machine repair

MACHINE INFORMATION :  displays SWF machine information

OPERATION TEST :  checks solenoids and the thread detecting sensor functions

FRAME ORG :  moves the frame back to the origin point

ERROR CHECK :  stores and displays up to 10 latest machine errors

MACHINE SET-UP :  sets the number of total heads, colors, and Y limit of the machine
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[Fig.7-154]

The sub menu is HOOK TIME.

① Select in the screen in [Fig.7-153]. You will see [Fig.7-154].HOOK TIME

■■ MACHINE SETTING

Press in the main function menu. Select and then 

. You will see the screen in [Fig.7-153].MACHINE SETTING

MACHINE MAINTENANCENEXT MENU

[Fig.7-153]
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■■ MACHINE INFORMATION

Press in the main function menu. Select and 

. Screen in [Fig.7-155] will appear.INFORMATION

MACHINEMACHINE MAINTENANCENEXT MENU

[Fig.7-155]

② Push the bar switch to right (as explained on the screen) and the hook will slowly turn right to make it easier

for you to unfasten the screw. Push the switch to left and the main shaft will turn around once and stop near

the hook time. Push the switch to left again and the shaft will stop at 100�. This enables you to adjust the hook

with the main shaft stopping at 100�.

③ Press to stop.

④ Manually turn the main shaft lever and set it at 100�. 
PREVIOUS

[CAUTION]
� Pushing the bar switch to left does NOT guarantee accurate stop of the main shaft. For accurate angle,

turn the main shaft manually.
� Only the needles with the head switches ON will move.
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■■ OPERATION TEST

Press in the main function menu. Select and 

. You will see [Fig.7-156].OPERATION TEST

MACHINE MAINTENANCENEXT MENU

[Fig.7-156]

JUMP: tests jump solenoid

WIPER: tests wiper solenoid

PICKER: tests picker solenoid

TRIMMING: tests trimming solenoid

UP_TH DETECT: tests upper thread detecting sensor

UN_TH DETECT: tests lower thread detecting sensor

The sub menus are:
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1) JUMP

Select in the screen [Fig.7-155] and you will see [Fig.7-157].JUMP

Push the bar switch to right and the jump solenoid on each head will operate for 0.5 seconds. Pres 

to stop.PREVIOUS

2) WIPER

Select in the screen [Fig.7-156] and you will see [Fig.7-158].WIPER

Push the bar switch to right and the wiper solenoids on the heads turned ON will operate for 0.5 seconds.

Press to stop.PREVIOUS

[Fig.7-157]

[Fig.158]
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3) PICKER

Select in the screen [Fig.7-156] and you will see [Fig.7-159].PICKER

Push the bar switch to right and the picker solenoid (near the hook) will operate for 0.5 seconds. 

Press to stop.PREVIOUS

4) TRIMMING

Select in the screen [Fig.7-156] and you will see [Fig.7-160].TRIMMING

Push the bar switch to right and the trimming solenoid on the trimming cam will operate for 0.5 seconds. 

Press to stop.PREVIOUS

[Fig.7-159]

[Fig.7-160]
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5) UP_TH DETECT

Select in the screen [Fig.7-156] and you will see [Fig.7-161].UP_TH DETECT

Push the bar switch to right to operate the thread detecting sensors on the tension adjustment boards on the

heads turned ON. The heads will blink if the detecting spring touches the board. The heads will not be lighted

if the spring does not connect with the board. Press to stop. PREVIOUS

6) UN_TH DETECT

Select in the screen [Fig.7-156] and you will see [Fig.7-162].UN_TH DETECT

Push the bar switch to right to operate the thread detecting sensors under the needle plates of the heads turned

ON. The heads will blink if the sensors blink. The heads will not be turned on if the sensors are off. 

Press to stop. PREVIOUS

[Fig.7-161]

[Fig.7-162]
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■■ FRAME ORG

Select in the screen [Fig.7-153] and you will see [Fig.7-164]. The frame will automatically

move to the original point. When seen from the front, the frame moves to the front end and to the left end to

locate the original point and moves in reverse to search the X and Y limits. The frame moves back to the original

point afterward.

FRAME ORG

Press to stop the frame movement and go back to the previous menu.PREVIOUS STAGE

[CAUTION]
Make sure to clear the table to prevent the frame from colliding against things on the table when it reaches
X and Y limits. The frame may be damaged.

[Fig.7-163]
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■■ ERROR CHECK

Select and and you will see [Fig.7-164].ERROR CHECKMACHINE MAINTENANCE

Your SWF machine automatically stores up to 10 latest errors that occurred during the operation. ERROR

CHECK displays the list of the 10 errors. Press to stop.PREVIOUS

■■ MACHINE SET-UP

Select and then . You will see the following screen.MACHINE SET-UPMACHINE MAINTENANCE

[Fig.7-164]

NO. OF HEADS : sets the number of total heads on your SWF embroidery machine. Select among 12H, 15H, 18H, 20H,
and 24H.

NO. OF COLORS : sets the number of needle bars per each head. You can thread different colors on each needle bar.
Y FRAME SCALE : you can select among four sizes of Y frame - 550mm, 650mm, 750mm, and over 1000mm.
WHEEL SENSOR TYPE : sets the type of wheel sensor. Refer to the following [Reference Figure] and select between

NORMAL or RATCHET.
X FRAME SCALE : you can select among 11 types of X frame size ranging from A (200mm) to Q (1000mm).
X SPACE EXTENSION (X) : you can select even number heads.
HEIGHT OF PRESS_FOOT＋(фKEY) : you can adjust the height of presser foot according to the height of your work

material.

[Fig.7-165]
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■■ Wheel Sensor Type 

[NORMAL TYPE]

[RATCHET TYPE]
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7-5-9) EDITING

Press in the main function menu. Select and you will see the following screen.EDITINGNEXT MENU

The sub menus are:

STITCH EDIT :  you can access the stitch data and change code for each stitch or the number
of stitches 

SCREEN CHECK :  you can check the punching condition by enlarging or reducing the design
graphic on the screen

STITCH SEPARATE :  you can separate a design and store the parts separately

OPTIMIZE :  you can combine the stitches unrecognizable by the machine into a
recognizable size

[Fig.7-166]
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■■ STITCH EDIT

Press . Select and . You will see the screen in [Fig.7-167].STITCH EDITEDITINGNEXT MENU

[Fig.7-167]

The sub menus are as follows:

FIND JUMP :  displays the JUMP CODEs in the stitch data of the selected design

FIND C/C :  displays COLOR and STOP CODEs in the stitch data of the selected design

DELETE :  deletes one stitch in the desired position in the stitch data of the selected design

INSERT :  inserts one stitch in the desired position in the stitch data of the selected design
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⑴ In , press until you find the STITCH 1000 (see [Fig.7-168].NEXT PAGESTITCH EDIT

⑵ The cursor points at STITCH 988. Press .NEXT MENU

[Fig.7-168]

Ex) Calling a design from the memory #8 and editing according to the following parameters

1. Delete data for STITCH 1000
2. Change to COLOR CHANGE CODE for STITCH 1500
3. Insert [X=2mm, Y=－5mm, JUMP CODE] between STITCH 10000 and 10001
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⑶ You will find that , , , now function as cursor keys. Use the keys to move the cursor at STITCH

1000.

⑷ You now have to delete the data. Press . The screen will look like [Fig.7-170].PREVIOUS STAGE

[Fig.7-169]

[Fig.7-170]
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⑸ The screen now shows as shown in [Fig.7-171]. Press . You will see that the data

for STITCH 1000 disappeared and the data are shifted up by one line.
DELETEDELETE

⑹ Use the same method to move the cursor to STITCH 1500.

[Fig.7-171]

[Fig.7-172]
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⑺ Move the cursor to the FUNCTION CODE column of the STITCH 1500.

⑻ At the bottom of the box, you will read.

You are to press the number keys

�0 for GENERAL CODE

�1 for COLOR CODE

�2 for JUMP CODE

�3 for END

[Fig.7-173]

RANGE: GENERAL (0), COLOR (1), JUMP (2), END (3)
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In this case, press “2”for JUMP CODE. You will see [Fig.7-174].

⑼ Move the cursor to the STITCH 10000.

[Fig.7-174]

[Fig.7-175]
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⑽ Press so you can see . Press . You will see that the data for

the STITCH 10000 moved to the STITCH 10001 and that the basic set-up data was set for the STITCH 10000

(X=0mm, Y=0mm, GENERAL CODE). 

INSERTINSERTPREVIOUS MENU

⑾ The cursor will blink at X DATA column for the STITCH 10000. Key in “20.”You will see [Fig.7-177].

[Fig.7-176]

[Fig.7-177]
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⑿ Use the same method to change the Y DATA and the FUNCTION CODE. [Fig.7-178] shows completion of

the data changes.

[Fig.7-178]

[CAUTION]
X/Y DATA in STITCH EDIT and SCREEN EDIT are 10 times the actual size. For instance, “100”on the
screen indicates 10mm in the actual embroidery.
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⒀ Press or if you want to know the locations of the JUMP CODE or COLOR

CODE. Press to end the process. You will be asked “Will you save the changed design?”PREVIOUS

FIND C/CFIND JUMP

⒁ Press to save or not to save the design.NOYES 

■■ SCREEN CHECK

Press . Select and . You will see the following screen.SCREEN CHECKEDITINGNEXT MENU

[Fig.7-179]

[Fig.7-180]
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■■ SCALE

① Press and the menu will change as shown in [Fig.7-181]. Use , , , keys to move the

cursor to the upper left side of “S”
SCALE

② Press . Move the cursor to the lower right side of “S”You will see “S”yellow boxed.SELECT

[Fig.7-181]

[Fig.7-182]

Ex) Calling a design from the memory #3 and enlarging “S”
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③ Press and the letter will be enlarged as shown in [Fig.7-183]. To enlarge further, repeat the

above process (frame the letter with yellow box). Press to return the letter back to its original

size.
ORIGINAL

SELECT

■■ STITCH SEPARATE

You can separate the selected design at the desired point.

① If you want to select the design in [Fig.7-184] and separate its frame from the picture in the center,

[Fig.7-183]

[Fig.7-184]
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② Select in the main function menu and in the sub menu. You will see

[Fig.7-185] asking you the stitch number from which the design will be separated.
STITCH SEPARATEEDIT

③ Key in the stitch number that connects the frame and the picture (in this case STITCH 1119). [Fig.7-186]

shows the separated designs. You will be asked “Will you separate the design?”

[Fig.7-186]

[Fig.7-185]
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④ Press and the screen will show the memory rooms to save the separated designs 1 and 2.YES 

[Fig.7-187]

⑤ Select a memory space for design 1 and the screen will show the memory rooms to save the design 2.

[Fig.7-188]
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⑥ Go back to the main function menu and select to check if the designs A and B are saved in

separate memory rooms #91 and #92.
EMB CALL

[Fig.7-189]
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■■ OPTIMIZE

This ( → ) combines a stitch shorter than the set-up data with the next stitch so that all

stitches in the selected design is of certain length. This prevents frequent thread breaks caused by short stitches

(0.1-0.3mm).

① For a design with total 10 stitches shown as an example in [Fig.7-190]. 

(to have the following screen, press , , and )STITCH EDITEDITINGNEXT MENU

OPTIMIZEEDIT

[Fig.7-190]
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② Suppose you want to combine the stitches shorter than 0.3mm with the next stitches so that all the stitches in

the selected design is 0.4mm or longer (select ).OPTIMIZE

[Fig.7-191]

The right column in the table indicates the number of stitches shorter than the length set in the left column.

③ Select and you will be asked which memory room to save the design after correction

(optimization).
0.4mm

[Fig.7-192]
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④ Go back to the main function menu and select to call the design just stored. 

Select and . You will find that all stitches in the selected design are over the

set data (0.4mm).
STITCH EDITEDITING

EMB CALL

[Fig.7-193] 

[CAUTION]
JUMP CODE and END CODE are not available in F5 OPTIMIZE.
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8-1) MAIN SHAFT MOTOR

8-2) PULSE MOTORS ON X AND Y AXIS 

8-3) COLOR CHANGE

ERROR MESSAGES AND CORRECTION

CHAPTER 8

NO.

200

201

202

204

205

(＋X) Frame limit signal, detected

(－X) Frame limit signal, detected

(＋Y) Frame limit signal, detected

X-axis Driver irregular signal,
detected 
Y-axis Driver irregular signal,
detected  

Frame reached ＋Y limit.

Error in X-axis driver

Error in Y-axis driver

Turn the main power OFF and
ON again.
Turn the main power OFF and
ON again.

Move the frame in the －Y
direction.

203 (－Y) Frame limit signal, detected Frame reached －Y limit. Move the frame in the ＋Y
direction.

Frame reached ＋X limit.

Frame reached －X limit. 

Move the frame in the －X
direction.
Move the frame in the ＋X
direction.

ERROR CAUSE CORRECTION

NO.

300
Needle position signal does not
vary

Needle didn’t come to the
correct position when changed 

Manually turn the needle bar,
check the load, and adjust the
position.

ERROR CAUSE CORRECTION

NO.

100

101

102

103

Main shaft is not at the fix position

Main motor driver irregular signal
detected

Over load error

Trimming system return error

Thread tangle around the hook,
needle controller malfunctions,
and thread tangle when trimming

Trimming sensor does not return
after trimming

Check the trimming unit.

Check the hooks on all heads and
turn the main switch OFF and ON
again.

Main shaft didn’t stop at 100�

Error in main shaft motor driver

Use a lever to adjust the shaft
angle at 100�
Turn the main switch OFF and ON
again.

ERROR CAUSE CORRECTION



8-4) ENCODER

8-5) FLOPPY DISK AND COMMUNICATION 

8-2

NO.

400 Eneoder A signal does not vary Error in main shaft encoder A
Check cable connection. Turn
the main power OFF and ON
again.

401 Eneoder Z signal does not vary Error in main shaft encoder Z
Check cable connection. Turn
the main power OFF and ON
again.

ERROR CAUSE CORRECTION

NO.

600 Floppy drive is not ready No disk in the drive. Insert the disk in the drive.

601 Diskette sector not found
Disk is not formatted or is of a
different format. Format or change the disk.

ERROR CAUSE CORRECTION

602 Diskette drive A file not found
No embroidery design in the
disk. Change the disk.

603 Write protect error Disk is write-protected. Remove the protection tab.

604 Error this diskette Damaged disk. Format or change the disk.

605 Diskette space is insufficient No space in the disk for copying. Change the disk.

606 Drive open error
Disk was removed during
operation. Insert the disk and re-work

607 Floppy reading error Bad sectors in the disk. Format or change the disk.

608 Floppy writing error Bad sectors in the disk. Format or change the disk.

609 Floppy driver error
Unknown disk error during
operation. Format or change the disk.
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NO.

700 Memory file not found
No embroidery data in the
memory.

Save the data in memory using
disk or tape.

701 System memory is insufficient
Not enough memory space for
data storage. Delete unnecessary data.

ERROR CAUSE CORRECTION

702 Memory room is insufficient Memory is full. Delete unnecessary data..

703 Memory system error
Error during copying/deletion in
memory.

Reset or turn the power OFF
and ON again.

704 Weakness of battery in memory Battery worn out. Contact the nearest SWF
dealer and replace it.

NO.

630

640

Read data error

Can’t find out equipment for
network.

Error in data read from the tape
reader.

Network device is not connected.

Re-input the data through the
tape reader.

Check the network connection.

ERROR CAUSE CORRECTION

8-6) MEMORY

8-7) TAPE READER AND COMMUNICATION
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9-1) MAIN CONTROL BOX 

9-1-1) Inside Control Box 

THE CONTROL BOX

CHAPTER 9

④

③

②

①

⑨

⑤⑥⑦

[Fig.9-1] Inside Control Box 

① -250 20A : Fuse for jump solenoid 

② -250 20A : Fuse for jump solenoid

③ -250 15A : Fuse for trimming and wiper solenoids

④ -250 15A : Fuse for trimming and wiper solenoids

⑤ -250 1A : Fuse for color change motor 

⑥ -250 2A : Fuse for fluorescent light

⑦ -250 1A : Fuse for cooling fan

⑧ -250 1A : Fuse for external 200V input (winder, tape reader, etc.)

⑨ SMPS power

⑧
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9-1-2) Outside Control Box

① Cooling fan

② Terminal for tape reader and bobbin winder 

③ Fuse for trimming and wiper solenoids

④ Fuse for jump solenoid

②①

④ ③

[Fig.9-2] Outside Control Box 
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9-2) MAIN SHAFT MOTOR DRIVE

① Screen: check the screen if the main shaft does not turn. Check for the

following errors.

② Switch

③ CN2: cable for the main shaft encoder

④ CN1: control signal cable

NOT RDY

NORMAL

PARA ERR

OS

OL

LINE

FOL ERR

CMD FRG

OV

IPM ERR

BATT ERR

PWR FAIL

EMG

Only sub power is ON Main power is OFF

EEPROM of set-up data damaged 

Higher than set-up data, over weight

Mechanical overload

Error in motor and encoder set-up, wiring failure,
disconnection

Sudden speed up/down, higher than set-up data,
wiring failure, mechanical overload

Too high pulse frequency

Excess voltage, restoration control resistance damaged

Excess output voltage, heat-proof board overheat,
error in SMPS 

Cut main power at SERVO ON

Input contact with external ESTOP 

Normal 

Higher than the set-up data

Over speed

Over load

Error in motor and encoder wiring

Follow error is too big
(only in location control mode)

Pulse frequency is too big
(only in location control mode)

Excess voltage in main power

IPM element alarm

Error in battery 

Error in main power

Emergency stop

ERROR CAUSEDISPLAY

①

②

③

④
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9-3) X, Y MOTOR DRIVE 

① Y driver

② X driver

③ Power lamp

④ Rotary switch 1

⑤ Rotary switch 2

⑥ Reset switch

⑦ Dip switch plate

⑧ Heat-proof board

⑨Cooling fan

� Rotary switch 1: set at 4

� Rotary switch 2: set at 0

� Factory condition of the dip switch:

� Power lamp: green light indicates normal and red light indicates error in driver

� Reset switch: reset the driver when the power lamp turns red

On

Off

1 2 3 4

[Front]

②

③
④

⑤

⑥

⑦

⑧

⑨

⑩

①
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① CN1: Signal cable connector

② AC IN: power connection (110V)

③ Motor: motor power connection

④ Cooling fan

[Back]

① ②

④

③
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10-1) CHECK POINTS FOR REGULAR INSPECTION

① Clean, oil, and grease the set parts of the machine on a regular basis. 

② Inspect tension of each driver belt.

③ Failure to perform regular inspections may cause the following:

� Corrosion of P/C circuit board

� Damage to the semi-conductor on P/C circuit board

� Malfunction of the floppy disk drive

� Ill connection of the connector

� Abnormal wear-out of machine parts due to insufficient oiling and greasing

10-2) CLEANING

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

CHAPTER 10

CAUTION

CAUTION

Safety rules must be observed during the inspection.

Turn OFF the main power before inspection or cleaning.
Adjust the cleaning cycle according to the conditions of your machine use.

1

2

3

Around the hook 

4

Upper parts of X-Y drive pulley and timing belt

[How to Clean]
� Unscrew and open the stainless cover so X-Y drive

belt shows.
� Blow off the dust on the teeth of the timing pulley and

the timing belt (turn the pulley once).
� Close the cover after cleaning.

Around the movable blade and the fixed blade

Guide rail to the take-up lever

Around the hook ①

②

③

Once a week

Once a month

Once in 3-7 days

Important Parts for Cleaning Cleaning cycle Reference Fig.NO.

Sun Star is not responsible for machine damages or malfunctions caused by insufficient cleaning or
oiling. 

CAUTION

[How to Clean]
� Remove the needle plate and insert the bobbin

(⑤) between the trimming solenoid flanger and
stopper (④). Turn the main shaft with a lever and
the movable blade will move.

� Use the SWF brush to remove dirt and dust. 
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[Fig.10-1]

Hook

②
Guide rail
to the
take-up
lever

③ Fixed blade
⑤

④

Lower thread
holder

Movable blade 

Trimming cam box
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10-3) OIL SUPPLY

1) Oil supply
Use the SWF sewing machine oil (Spindle Oil) or ISO-standard VG18.

[CAUTION]
� Excess oil may stain the thread and the fabric.
� Run the machine without stitching for 2-3 minutes after oiling.
� Excessive oiling in the hook may cause trimming errors and thread breaks.

[Fig.10-2]

Take the bobbin case out of the hook. Feed small
amount of oil on the raceway.

Needle bar and needle bar shaft

Inside the arm

Guide rail to the take-up lever

Once a day

②

③

④

Once a week

Once a week

Once a week

Where to Oil Oiling cycle Ref. Fig.No.

CAUTION

Make sure to turn the power OFF during oil supply.
Sun Star is not responsible for machine damages or wear-outs caused by insufficient oiling.

①

②

③

③

③

③

④

④

Head

Arm 

Hook
Bobbin case

Raceway

※ Over twice a
day for the first
month

1

2

3

4

①
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2) Grease supply

Use high-quality mineral-based lithium grease.

[CAUTION]
Regular greasing prevents machine noise and abnormal wear-out.

[Fig.10-3]

Inside the arm

Take-up lever drive cam 
Needle bar drive cam
Needle bar controller 

Color change cam

Hook gear and lower gear in the rotary hook base 

Blade cam

Once in 6 months
①
②
③

④

⑤ ⑥

⑦

Once in 6 months

Once in 6 months

Once in 3 months

Where to Grease Greasing cycle Reference Fig.NO

Make sure to turn OFF the main power during the grease supply.
CAUTION

①

②

⑤

⑥

③

⑦

Trimming cam box 

Lower
shaft

Rotary hook base

Color change cam box

Arm

Head

Color change cam ④

Motor
gear

Half-turn
gear 

Color change gear

1

2

3

4
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Use lithium-type grease (JIS No.2) - Albania No.2.

[CATUION] 
Do NOT grease the parts not indicated (needle bar, hook, etc.)

1 Head drive LM guide ①Once a month

Where to Grease Greasing cycle Reference Fig.NO.

Turn OFF the main power during the grease supply.
CAUTION

① Head drive LM guide (upper cover opened)

Greasing device

[Fig.10-4]
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10-4) DRIVE BELT TENSION

Too weak or too tight tension on the drive belt may cause machine malfunction or damages (abnormal wear-out of

drive unit). Inspect the driver belt on a regular basis.

[CAUTION]
Inspect the tension in the direction of the arrows in the picture below.

[Fig.10-5]

CAUTION
Turn OFF the main power when inspecting drive belt tension.

NO.

1

2

3

4

Location for inspection 

Belt on main shaft motor

Upper & lower shaft belt

X-axis timing belt

Y-axis timing belt

Inspection cycle

Once in 3 months

Once in 3 months

Once in 3 months

Once in 3 months

Inspection 

① Belt tension
② Belt crack
③ Belt wear-out
④ Bearing damage 
⑤ Wear-outs of rotating parts

Fig.

①

①

①

①
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MACHINE ADJUSTMENTS 

CHAPTER 11

11-1) ADJUSTING THE TRIMMERS

11-1-1) Adjusting the Position of the Trimming Cam (Insert Angle of Movable Blade)

The movable blade is started by the trimmer cam in the angle it is inserted. As one of the basic trimming
functions, it arranges the upper thread tails in the needle after trimming.

1) Adjusting the position of the movable blade
① Check if the movable blade is in the correct

position. 

② Tip of the movable blade should be around

1mm from the center of the fixed blade.

Incorrect position of the movable blade can

cause trimming errors or deviation of the

upper thread.

③ Unfasten the crank screw to adjust the

location of the movable blade (see [Fig.11-1]).

Fasten the screws back.

2) Adjusting the angle of the movable blade
① Unfasten the screws on the blade cam

directly connected to the lower shaft. Turn

the lever to adjust the main shaft rotary angle

at 295�. 

② Press the trimming solenoid and insert the

trimming cam roller into the trimming cam

([Fig.11-2]). Turn the cam and when the

roller aligns with the curve of the cam.

Fasten the cam screws back.

③ Run the manual handle and check if the

movable blade is well-inserted at 292�.

Always check after the adjustment.

[Fig.11-2]

[Fig.11-1]

WARNING
Turn OFF the main power when adjusting the machine.

Fixed blade screw
Fixed blade1mm

Blade cam screws

Direction 
of cam
movement

Trimming
solenoid

Lower shaft

Blade
cam

Roller

Roller

Movable blade

/  / 
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11-1-2) Adjusting Space between Movable Blade and Hook

To adjust a space between the movable blade and the hook, remove or insert a spacer (t 0.1) between the blade

base and the hook base. In the case of spacer removal, make sure to check if the hook does not interfere with the

movable blade.

[Fig.11-3]

Blade base

Movable blade Fixed
blade 0.

1m
m

Spacer

Hook base

Hook holder

11-1-3) Adjusting Blade Tension

Make sure to check and adjust the cross-tension of the movable and the fixed blades after replacement or repair.

① Checking the cross tension

Manually move the movable blade and cut the

upper and the lower threads. Check the cross-

section of the thread cut.

② Adjusting the cross tension

Adjust the cross tension using fixed blade

tension control screws (see [Fig.11-4]).

Manually move the movable blade and adjust

that it crosses in parallel with the cutting line

of the fixed blade from its entry point to its

return point. 
Crank
screw

Movable blade crank

Movable
blade 

Movable blade 

Fixed blade
Fixed blade

Tension
adjusting

screw

L-wrench

[Fig.11-4]

[NOTE]
Avoid excess cross-tension. It may cause the movable blade to wear out from overload at its entry or return point.
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11-1-4) Adjusting Tension on Lower Thread Holder

① Unscrew the movable blade crank. Cut the lower thread with the movable blade and check the cross-section of

the thread.

② If the lower thread tension is too weak or too tight, use the tension control spanner (included in the SWF basic

kit) to unscrew the nut on the lower thread holder. Adjust the tension with the L-shaped lever.

③ Use the spanner to fasten back the nut.

11-2) ADJUSTING THE TRIMMER RETURN SPRING 

1) Function
The trimmer return spring detects if the movable blade returns to the correct position after trimming. If the

machine operates without the blade returned to its correct position, the needle and the blade may be damaged. The

trimmer return spring detects and stops the machine if the blade has not returned.

2) Adjustment
① Adjust so that the sensor spring is around 2mm off the center of the sensor when the movable blade is in its

correct position ([Fig.11-6]). 

② Adjust so that the sensor spring and the sensor are around 1mm apart.

③ Center of the sensor spring should align with the center of the sensor.

[Fig.11-6]

Sensor spring

Trimming
shaft

Return
spring unit

Sensor

1mm

2mm

Sensor bolt

The lower thread holder holds the thread coming from the bobbin case after trimming and forms starting stitches.

[CAUTION]
Clean the thread debris around the lower thread holder on a regular basis. 

[Fig.11-5]

Tension adjusting spanner
for lower thread holderFixed blade

Fixed blade screw
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11-3) PICKER ADJUSTMENT

If the position or the starting height of the picker is incorrect, the machine may not be able to separate the upper and

the lower thread and cut them both, resulting in short upper thread.

11-4) ADJUSTING UPPER THREAD HOLDER 

① Unfasten the upper thread holder base and press the driver link by hand. Fix the holder to the base so that its hook

completely passes the center of the needle. Unfasten the upper thread holder bracket so that the bracket does not

interfere with the holder. Fasten back the bracket in a position that it allows smooth operation of the holder.

① Adjusting the picker position

Manually move the picker so it touches the

bobbin. Using the picker screws, adjust the picker

so its tip is in the correct position as in [Fig.11-7].

② Adjusting the starting height

Unfasten the screw on the picker stopper. Adjust

eccentricity so that the picker softly touches the

bobbin when pressed by hand.

Correct
position
of picker

Picker

Picker

Picker stopper

Bobbin
case

Picker
screw

Picker stopper

[Fig.11-7]

[Fig.11-8]

[Fig.11-9]

Bracket screw

Upper thread holder
bracket

Screw on the
upper thread
holder base

Driver link
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② After the adjustment, run the color change function to check if the holder operates well on each needle bar.

③ If trimming error or jump error occurs on a certain head during the embroidery, run the upper thread holder clutch

to protect the embroidery and the holder. 

11-5) ADJUSTING HEIGHT OF PRESSER FOOT

1) Relationship between Presser Foot and Needle/
Embroidery Material
For stable stitching, the presser foot must be

pressing the embroidery material before the needle

pierces into the material. The same is true for when

the needle comes out of the material.

[Fig.11-11]

Presser foot

Embroidery
material

Needle
out

Needle
in

Needle
plate

[Fig.11-10]

Upper thread holder clutch
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2) When the Presser Foot is Too High
① Needle In

[Fig.11-12] shows the presser foot fails to press the work material when the needle pierces into the fabric,

causing an unstable needle work.

② Needle Out

[Fig.11-13] shows the presser foot fails to press the work material when the needle comes out of the fabric.

The embroidery material is lifted up along with the needle, making a gap between the fabric and the needle

plate. This may cause thread breaks, skipped stitches, or unstable stitching.

3) Adjusting the Height of the Presser Foot 
Check the relationship between the presser foot and the

needle/embroidery material. Turn the main shaft with the

lever. Uncover the head (lower) and remove the adjusting

rubber by an appropriate thickness.

[CAUTION]
Your SWF machine was factory-assembled with two 0.5mm-
thick rubbers and one 1mm-thick rubber.

[Fig.11-12] [Fig.11-13]

[Fig.11-14] 

Needle In Needle Out 

0.5mm
1.0mm

Felt
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11-6) CORRECT POSITION OF NEEDLE

① Make sure to check the position of the needle - it may change during machine delivery or leveling. First check if

the needle is bent. Then turn the main shaft lever to set the shaft at around 130�. Position the needle at the lower

dead stop and check if the needle is at the center of the needle hole on the plate.

② If the needle is not in the correct position, unscrew the brackets (two screws) to adjust the head and the needle

(see [Fig.11-15]).

[CAUTION]
Check the needle position on all heads.

[Fig.11-15]

L-wrench

Bracket screws

Head

Needle plate

Needle plate
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11-7) ADJUSTING HALF-TURN FILM FOR COLOR CHANGE 

The machine will stop automatically if either of the needle position lamp or the needle set lamp blinks on the color

change box. In this case, adjust the half-turn film as below. 

� Adjust the position of the color cam using the SWF spanner (in basic accessory kit). Open the half-turn film cover

and align the center of the half-turn sensor with the center of the film. The roller should be at the center of the

straight line of the color change cam when the needle stops at the center of the needle hole on the plate as shown

in [Fig.11-16].

11-8) ENCODER ADJUSTMENT 

Adjust the encoder as below if the needle bar stops at an incorrect position.

① Unfasten the two encoder coupling screws.

② Turn the hand lever, fix the upper shaft angle at around 98�, and adjust the encoder as shown in [Fig.11-17].

Tighten the screws when FIX POS light is turned on. 

[CAUTION]
Manual color change must be performed at the upper shaft angle of 100�. Adjustment at the upper shaft
angles other than 100�may cause damage on the controller and the take-up unit.

[Fig.11-17] 

Encoder

Encoder base

[Fig.11-16]

Roller

Color
change

cam

Spanner

Half-turn
film cover

Half-turn film

Film screw

Half-turn sensor
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11-9) NEEDLE BAR ADJUSTMENT

1) Adjusting the Lower Dead Stop of the Needle

Lower dead stop of the needle refers to the lowest

point of the needle movement. It is important for

timing of the needle and the rotary hook and must

be adjusted precisely. Usually you don’t have to

adjust it, but if the lower dead stop is not correct,

follow the procedures below.

① Turn the hand lever and set the angle of the

upper shaft signal board at 178�.

② Install the lower dead stop gauge (included in

the SWF accessory kit). Unscrew the needle bar

holder and move the needle bar up and down.

Fix the holder so that the needle bar softly

touches the upper part of the gauge. 

2) Adjusting the Highest Point of the Needle
You have to adjust the highest point of the needle if

you adjusted the lower dead stop. Unfasten the

screw on the highest point stopper and set the

upper shaft angle at 0�. Attach the rubber cushion

and the highest point stopper to the head frame.

Tighten the screw. 

[CAUTION]
Use ONLY DB×K5 #11 needle for the lower dead stop
gauge. 

You should be able to see half or the entire needle hole from the gauge in the bobbin case when the needle is
at the lower dead stop.

[Fig.11-18] 

Lower dead stop gauge 

Needle bar
rubber cushion

Needle bar holder

Highest point
stopper

L-wrench

Screw

Needle bar holder

[Fig.11-19]
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11-10) JUMP SOLENOID ADJUSTMENT

Adjust the position of the jump solenoid if the solenoid has been replaced or it malfunctions.

2) Adjusting the Installation Position (assembling a solenoid-installed bracket on the base plate)
① Adjust so that the bracket is around 1.5mm off the base plate ([Fig.11-21]). Fasten the bracket screw.

② Incorrect position of the bracket will interfere with the needle movement, as the needle bar controller will hold

the needle in the JUMP CODE.

1) Adjusting the Standby Position (assembling the
solenoid and the bracket)
① Use the spanner for jump solenoid adjustment

(included in the SWF basic kit) to unfasten the

solenoid. Re-fasten the nut with the solenoid

3.5mm off from the bracket.

② If the space is larger than 3.5mm, the solenoid

will interfere the needle. If the space is smaller

than 3.5mm, the needle bar controller will hold

the needle in the JUMP CODE.

[Fig.11-20]

[Fig.11-21]

Jump
solenoid Bracket 

Screw 
3.5mm

Needle bar
controller

Base plate

1.5mm

Solenoid bracket

Needle bar
controller

Bracket
screw
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11-11) ADJUSTING DRIVE BELT TENSION

11-11-1) X, Y Timing Belt 

① Push the frame plate to X or Y axis as shown in [Fig.11-22] and pluck the middle of the belt to check the

tension.

② Tension should measure 5-6mm drop of belt for X and 7-8mm drop of belt for Y when you pluck the belt with

2kg force.

③ To adjust the belt tension, unfasten the tension base screws and turn the tension bolts. Turn clockwise to

increase and counterclockwise to decrease the tension. 

2) Adjusting tension on upper/lower shaft belt
① The upper/lower shaft belt should spring

back when you lightly press the belt on

which the idler is installed.

② To adjust the tension, unfasten the roller

holder (two screws) and adjust the position

of the roller front and back.

[Fig.11-22]

[Fig.11-23]

[Fig.11-24]

Tension bolt

FTiming belt

Nut

Tension base screw (2 screws)

Motor
bracket

fixing nut

Tension
adjusting

screw

Main shaft
driver belt

Upper/lower belt

Roller plate screw

11-11-2) Main Shaft Motor and Upper/Lower Shaft Belt

1) Adjusting tension on main shaft motor belt
① Tension on the timing belt of the main shaft motor should measure 5-6m drop of belt when you pluck the

middle of the belt with 11kg.

② Adjust the belt tension with the motor bracket (three screws). Fasten the bolts to increase and unfasten to

decrease the tension.

Loose
Tight
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11-12) ADJUSTING X, Y SCOPE LIMITS

1) Adjusting X scope limit
① Manually move the frame to the original point

(0.0) indicated on the ruler on the table. The

first needle of the head #1 should be around

70.5mm from the left end of the frame clip

board in the X direction ([Fig.11-25]).

② Adjust the sensor on the left of the LM guide on the X axis and fasten the sensor base. 

③ Turn on the main switch and press the frame movement key on the operation box. When the frame reaches the

limit of the X scope (interval between heads- e.x. 330.300.275.400mm See FRAME-X on the screen), turn off

the machine. Fix the limit switch on the right of the LM guide as shown in [Fig.11-27].

[Fig.11-26]

[Fig.11-27]

Sensor

1mm

Sensor board (X axis)

FRAME X

Frame
movement
key

Limit switch bracket
screw

Limit switch

Limit switch
board

[Fig.11-25]

Center of the first
Needle on head #1

Frame locator

70.5mm

X scope

Y
 s

co
pe

 (
55

0)

16
.5

m
m

(Head interval )

Original point
(0.0)
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2) Adjusting Y scope limit
① Manually move the frame to the original point (0.0) indicated on the ruler on the table. The first needle of the

head #1 should be around 16.5mm from the rear end of the frame clip board ([Fig.11-25]).

② Adjust the sensor on the front of the LM guide on the Y axis and fasten the sensor base. 

③ Turn on the main switch and press the frame movement key on the operation box. When the frame reaches the

limit of the Y scope (See FRAME-Y on the screen), fix the limit switch on the back of the LM guide as shown

in [Fig.11-29].

3) After adjustment, turn on the power and select MACHINE MAINTENANCE in the main function menu and

FRAME ORG in the sub menu to check if the scopes are correctly adjusted. 

[Fig.11-28]

[Fig.11-29]

Sensor board (Y axis)

Sensor

Sensor base screw

FRAME Y

Limit switch board

Limit switch

Limit switch bracket
screw

Frame 
Y-movement
key
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4) Adjusting X scope limit when using odd or even number heads (SWF/ �-WB SERIES)
① Set the even number heads at needle bar stop clutch and the X scope will double (Note: for SWF/�-WB

SERIES, X scope doubles to 480mm if using odd/even numbered heads compared to 240mm when using all

heads).

② X scope was factory adjusted for using all heads. To use odd/even number heads, unfasten the limit switch on

the right on the X axis and push it to the end of the axis. Move the frame to 480mm (see FRAME-X on the

screen) and fix the limit switch as shown in [Fig.11-30]. 

[CAUTION]
� X and Y limit switches should not block the movement of the switch board.
� Turn OFF the lamp on the tension adjustment boards of the even number heads. 

[Fig.11-30]

DANGER

Check if the limit switch base is firmly fixed. The limit switch should NOT move during embroidery
work. 

Limit switch
board

Limit switch base screw Limit switch bracket screw

Limit switch

240mm

(X scope when using all heads)
480mm

X scope when using odd/even number heads
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TROUBLESHOOTING 

CHAPTER 12

CAUTIONDANGER Inspect/repair the machine by the guideline when in machine failures.

Error Type Cause

① Loose belt tension / belt
damage

② Power failure or short-circuit
of fuse

③ Failure to sense signals for
needle position or 1 rotation 

④ Frame out of X or Y limit

⑤ Red light on X/Y drive box 

⑥ Machine doesn’t start with
bar switch 

① Loose tension on main
driver belt

② Incorrect position of
encoder or bad encoder

Adjust belt tension / change belt

Check fuse in main shaft motor
and change fuse

Run manual color change and
check if signal lamps (needle set
lamp & needle position lamp)
blinks at correct needle position.
Adjust the half-turn film

� Move frame back to within
the limit

� Check limit switch

Address the cause and press
RESET. Check if the lamp turns
green.

Check connection of START
switch

Adjust belt tension

Adjust position or change
encoder

Inspection & Repair 

※ Check 
�main driver belt
�X-Y timing belt

Page 11-8  see 11-7)

Page 11-13  see 11-12)

Page 11-11  see 11-11)

Page 11-8  see 11-8)

Reference

Operation failure

Incorrect Stop
Position
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

Set main shaft angle back at
100�, if you manually moved
it for cleaning, inspection or
repair.

Page 11-8  see 11-7)

※ Unscrew the lever and
adjust so it is in line with
the others on the guide
rail.

※ Check fuse spec.
F5 = 250V 1 A

Refer to user’s manual

Run manual color change and
check if signal lamps (needle
set lamp & needle position
lamp) blinks at correct needle
position. Adjust the half-turn
film.

Set it to the correct position

Adjust so take-up lever is in
line with the other levers in the
stop position (upper shaft
angle:100�)

Change fuse in joint board
or check connection

① Incorrect position of needle
stop

② Failure to sense signals for
needle position or 1 rotation

③ Incorrect position of needle
bar

④ Incorrect position of take-up
lever

⑤ Fuse failure for color
change motor
Bad connection 

Bad Color
Change

Take-up lever

Take-up driver
lever screw
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

※ Check fuse spec

, = 250V 20A

, = 250V 15A

Disassemble the roller and
clean the roller and bush
bearing.

Check the plate connection
and change the circuit board

Change front fuse , in
joint board

Check wiring and change
solenoid

Check connection

Change switch and circuit
board

Correct design

Adjust tension

Clean the rail

Change circuit board

Reduce speed of main shaft

① Failure of thread detecting
roller

② Poor connection & quality
of tension adjusting plate 

① Short-circuit of fuse for
jump circuit

② Bad solenoid and bad
solenoid wiring

③ Bad connection

④ Switch failure on tension
adjusting board and bad
circuit board

① Bad design

② Inadequate tension on X-Y
belt

③ Foreign substance in X-Y
rail

④ Failure of X/Y driver board

⑤ Heavy load on frame

Poor detection
of upper thread

Bad jump

Bad stitch
quality
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

Check design

Page 7-101  see 7-5-9)

Page 5-19  see 5-12)

Page 5-19  see 5-12-3)

Use minimum adhesive for
applique

Re-punch design tape

� Re-punch after checking
design

� Correct the stitches on
operation box

Change needle

Change needle

Re-install needle

Clean or change needle and
hook

① Stitch is too small/dense for
thread

② Frequent thread break in
the same spot

③ Inadequate needle size for
thread

④ Needle damage (bent,
dent, worn)

⑤ Incorrect needle installation
(height, direction, etc.)

⑥ Dirty needle (adhesive,
etc.)

Thread breaks
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

Check the thread used

※ How to select thread
� Select soft thread with

even thickness
� choose left-twisted

thread

� Z-direction: left twist
� S-direction: right twist

※ left-twist prevents
unraveling of the upper
thread in the counter-
clockwise rotation of the
hook

Page 5-9  see 5-6-2)

Page 5-11  see 5-7-2)

Page 5-10  see 5-6-3)

Change thread

Change to left-twisted thread

Adjust tension

Adjust tension and stroke

⑦ Bad thread (weak, uneven
thickness, poorly twisted,
old)

⑧ Right-twisted thread

⑨ Excessive thread tension 

⑩ Tension imbalance
between upper and lower
threads

⑪ Excessive tension & stroke
on take-up spring 

Thread breaks
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

Check rotary hook

※ Set it at 0.5-0.7mm for
smooth feeding of upper
thread

Page 5-21  see 5-12-4)

Page 11-9  see 11-9-1)

Page 11-5  see 11-5)

Remove dent or change the
case

Adjust space

Oil the raceway of hook

Adjust timing

Adjust the lower dead stop

※ Check:
�Thread path in presser

foot
�Around needle hole on

needle plate
�Thread guide on the head
�Thread path in tension

adjuster

Fix the material firmly 

Adjust height

⑫ Dent on thread path on
hook and bobbin case

⑬ Narrow space between
hook holder and groove for
hook holder (on hook)

⑭ Insufficient oil in hook

⑮ Poor timing of needle and
hook

� Incorrect lower dead stop

� Dent on thread path

� Fabric moves on the frame

� Inadequate height of
presser foot
(does not press the work
material)

Hook holder

0.5~0.7
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

Page 5-19  see 5-12-3)

Page 11-9  see 11-9-1)

Page 5-9  see 5-6-2)
Page 5-11  see 5-7-2)

Page 5-10  see 5-6-3)

Change needle

Adjust installation

Adjust timing

Incorrect lower dead stop

Use whetstone to adjust hook
point or change hook

� Adjust thread tension
� For lower thread, change

bobbin or bobbin case

Select right thread for
embroidery

Adjust stroke or tension

Change presser foot spring

① Bent needle

② Inadequate needle size for
thread

③ Incorrect installation of
needle

④ Poor timing of needle and
hook

⑤ Large gap between needle
groove and hook point

⑥ Adjust the lower dead stop

⑦ Damaged hook point

⑧ Thread feeding is interfered

⑨ Inadequate thread 
(twist, elasticity, and
flexibility)

⑩ Excessive tension or stroke
on the take-up lever spring

⑪ Fabric moves with needle -
weak or damaged presser
foot (spring)

Skipped 
Stitches
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

Page 5-9  see 5-6-2)

Page 5-11  see 5-7-2)

Page 5-21  see 5-12-4)

Page 10-3  see 10-3-1)

Page 5-19  see 5-12-3)

Page 5-21  see 5-12-4)

Page 5-19  see 5-12-3)

Page 11-7  see 11-6)

Adjust tension

Clean main and sub tension
adjusters in the thread tension
adjusting plate

Adjust tension

Clean bobbin case and check
tension on bobbin spring

Change to quality thread

Adjust timing

Oil the raceway of hook

Change needle

Space the needle and the hook
point

Correct the installation

� Check if needle plate is
unscrewed

� Adjust the position of the
needle bar

① Weak upper thread tension

② Uneven upper thread
tension due to foreign
substances  

③ Weak lower thread tension

④ Uneven lower thread
tension

⑤ Thread thickness

⑥ Poor timing of needle and
hook

⑦ Insufficient oil in hook

① Bent needle

② Bad quality needle

③ Tip of the needle is worn or
bent

④ Inadequate needle size 

⑤ Needle touches the hook
point

⑥ Incorrect installation of
needle

⑦ Needle touches the needle
hole on the plate

Poor stitch
tension

Needle breaks
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

Page 5-9  see 5-6-2)
Page 5-11  see 5-7-2)

※ SWF needle holes are
2.0mm large. 
SWF specification for
needle & thread are:

※ Check fuse spec

Adjust tension

Change presser foot spring

Change needle

Use adequate size of needle

Check and change fuse 
, in joint board

Check and change solenoid
and solenoid connection

Check connection

Change joint board

① Excessive thread tension

② Excessive pressure of
presser foot

③ Needle failure - 
worn out/damaged needle
tip 
needle is too large for
thread

④ Needle hole is too large for
needle

① Short-circuit of trimming
fuse 

② Poor connection/quality of
trimming solenoid

③ Bad connection

④ Trimming driver TR
damaged

Puckering

Trimming failure

Cotton #50�#70

Rayon #75�#120

DB×K5 #9�#14

, = 250V 20A

, = 250V 15A
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

Page 11-3  see 11-2)

Page 11-1  see 11-1-1)

Page 11-2  see 11-1-3)

Page 11-4  see 11-3)

※ Check fuse spec.

Check connection

Change circuit board

�Change sensor
�Clean around the sensor
�Adjust location of the sensor

unit

Adjust insert angle of movable
blade (295�)

Adjust the distance

Adjust picker position

�Check and change fuse 
�

�Check/change solenoid and
solenoid connection

�Check connection and
change joint board

Adjust upper thread tension

- remove dent using whetstone
or sandpaper or change
movable blade

① Poor connection of sensor 

② Bad circuit board

③ Bad sensor or sensor
position. 
Dirty area around the
sensor.

① Movable blade is too fast or
too slow to separate the
upper thread

② Movable blade and rotary
hook are too close or too
far

③ Incorrect position of picker

④ Picker failure

① Upper thread is too short
�check main and sub

tension adjuster
�dent or damage to

movable blade

Trimmer return
failure

Short upper
thread after
trimming due to
separation
failure

Thread break
before trimming

Check
for dent

, = 250V 20A

, = 250V 15A
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

Too short lower thread
cannot make stitches right
after trimming

The default is MEDIUM. 
See 7-5-3 SET-UP3

Page 11-2  see 11-1-3)

Page 11-1  see 11-1-1)

Page 11-3  see 11-1-4)

�Adjust or change bobbin
case spring

�Clean/check for dent in
thread guide on the bobbin
case

Change lower thread

�Check upper thread tension
�Set LONG or MEDIUM

length of trimmed thread in
SET-UP 3

�Set MEDIUM or SHORT
length of trimmed thread in
SET-UP 3

�If upper thread is held due to
narrow velcro space in upper
thread holder, clean the
velcro

Check screws and crank driver
clamp screws of the movable
blade

Check tension of fixed blade

Change movable blade

Adjust the position of movable
blade

Adjust tension of lower thread
holder

① Lower thread is too short
�doesn’t unwind smoothly

�too weak or too elastic

① Upper thread is trimmed
too short and comes
unthreaded 

② Upper thread is trimmed
too long and thread tail
remains on the embroidery

① Failure of movable and
fixed blades

② Loose cross tension of the
blades

③ Movable blade damaged

④ Incorrect return position of
movable blade

① Short upper thread
② Short lower thread
③ Lower thread holder failure

Short upper
thread after
trimming

Thread is not cut
(at specific
head)

Stitch is not
formed after
trimming
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Error Type Cause Inspection & Repair Reference

※ Check fuse spec

Page 11-4  see 11-4)

Check/change fuse , in
joint board

Check/change solenoid &
connection

Check connection

Change thread detecting plate
in sub controller

Adjust stroke

Adjust the workload

① Short-circuit of fuse (if all
heads fail)

② Poor connection/quality of
solenoid

③ Bad connection

④ Poor quality circuit board

① Short strokes of upper
thread holder

② Upper thread holder
overloaded

Failure of upper
thread holder
solenoid

Failure to hold
upper thread

, = 250V 20A

, = 250V 15A
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13-1) WHERE TO GREASE (IF THERE IS GROOVE ON X, Y LM GUIDE PLATE)

Grease in the groove of the on the LM guide plate.

1) LM Guide

13-2) GREASING THE LM GUIDE (THERE IS NO GROOVE ON LM GUIDE PLATE)

Grease the LM guide as below for machines that have no groove on the LM guide plate.

� If your greasing device can be inserted to the oiling place, disregard the following and grease directly with the

device.

� Grease the head drive LM guide as below.

① Disassemble the frame from the table

② Unscrew the stainless cover and open.

③ Push the LM guide block to the far front of the machine

④ Lift the timing belt with one hand and grease the groove on both side of the LM guide and the head of the

screw head

⑤ After greasing, close the cover and fasten the screw.

GREASING THE LM GUIDE

CHAPTER 13

[Fig. 13-1]

Y LM guide

Table 

X LM guide

Stainless coverStainless coverFrame
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13-3) LM GUIDE RAIL ON THE HEAD (ALL SPECIFICATIONS)

① Open the upper shaft cover.

② Grease the LM guide rail.

③ Close the cover.

[Fig. 13-3]

Upper shaft cover

Upper shaft
cover screw

LM Guide Rail
(Inside part of greasing)

[Fig. 13-2]

Timing belt

Timing belt Timing belt 

Timing belt 

Where to grease Where to grease

Where to grease

Where to grease

LM Guide Rail
Both sides

Y axisX axis

LM guide rail
Both sides
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13-4) GREASING CYCLE 

Grease the LM guide rail once every 30 days.

13-5) GREASE SPECIFICATION 

Use a lithium grease (JIS No.2) Albania No.2.

13-6) PRECAUTIONS 

Do NOT grease the needle bar and around the hook.

13-7) GREASING DEVICE 

13-7-1. Assembling the Device

Assemble ①, ②, and ③ as shown in [Fig.13-4].

13-7-2) Using the Device 

1) Disassemble the handle and the grease bottle.

[Fig. 13-4]

[Fig. 13-5]

Handle

Grease bottle

①

②

③
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2) Pull the handle outward and insert the grease

in the bottle.

3) Fill the holder and push the handle left or right

to fix.

4) Put the handle and the bottle together.

5) Pull the handle slightly and release. 

6) Pull the handle back and the grease will come

out from the nozzle.

[Fig. 13-7] 

[Fig. 13-8]

[CAUTION] 
Grease may leak a little from the nozzle after greasing due to the remaining pressure in the bottle.

Grease handle

Nozzle

Handle

[Fig. 13-6] 

Grease handle

Albania No.2
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BLOCK DIAGRAM

CHAPTER 14




